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. BARON .. FRIEDRICH VON .. HO"GEt; A~'!> HIS PHILOSOPHY . O:b, RELIGION 
INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of thi s thesis is to survey the life 
and writings of Baron Friedrich von HUgel , mystic, theo~ 
logian , philosopher and lover of mankind , seeking to 
arrive at a fresh ap~reciation of hie contributions Um 
religious thought and life. ·:rhe versatility and many-
sidednese of his thinking, together with ita depth and 
richness , is astonishing. But however profound his 
thinking may be, his theological conclusions and opin-
ions may , in due time, be transcended and forgotten. 
Nevertheless, t he beauty and quality which is so char-
acteristic of his life ill live on in the memory of 
mankind. His greatness can be measured only in the 
terms of the sp1rit ·.'that permeated his life. Hie chief 
contribution was made in the field of living as he 
faced, and helped others to face, the struggl~s and 
perplexities of life. 
In view of this fact this thesis has one chapter 
devoted to the life and chara.cter1stio qualities of 
Baron von HU.gel. A second chapter deals in a general 
fashion with the Baron ' s conception or the nature and 
value of religion. 'l'he third chapter is made more 
2 
specific. It is concerned with the .Baron 's theistic 
doe·trines and the relationship between God and man. 
The fourth chapter has to do with mysticism which 
occupies a central place in the thinking of von HBgel 
as well as permeating most or his life and teachings. 
'l.'he fifth chapter deals with immortality as von HUgel 
sees it. The sixth chapter is an attempt to evaluate 
t he contributions of von HUgel to religious thought. 
Then in a final, brief chapter an attempt will be made 
to summarize the considerations set forth in this 
thesis. 
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CHAPTER I 
BARON FRI EDRI CH VON Hl!GEL: THE .AN 
When Baron von H\igel is mentioned to the average 
ed ucated man he is perplexed as to who is meant. The 
name holds little or no significance to him. There are 
two reasons which largely ~ccqunt for this ignorance. 
First: his greatness was not the kind that ·•rould readily 
command and hold the public eye a nd applause. Rather 
his was a g reatness of the soul and inner spiritual re-
sources. It was graciously unassuming. ·Second: the work 
for which he is si gnificantly great is in the field 
-sh ared by Philosophy and Theology. It is comparatively 
technical and therefore outside the sphere of interest 
of the casual reader. It i s fitting, therefore, to de-
vote some consideration to the life and characteristics 
of Baron von H\ig,el. 
A. Biographical Sketch. 
A few words about Carl von H~gel, father of Friedri ch, 
will furnish a background and . cast light U'l:>on the heri-
tage of Friedrich von H&gel. Carl was born in 1795. At 
the age of' eigh teen h e joined the Au~tr1an army- and served 
in the campaigns against Lrapoleon of 1813 and 1814. Ten 
years later he left the army and built a. beautiful ho:me 
at Hietzing, a small place in the vicinity of Vienna, 
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and pursued a study of horticulture and natural science. 
Soon he fell in love with a lovely girl of noble rank. 
Their ensuing engage ment was short-lived and was soon 
broken off in order that she might marry the famous 
Prince ·letternich. This was to be an unfortunate union 
resultmy in miserable f ailure for the young girl. The 
event hurt Carl deeply. He spent six years in travel, 
particularly in the Orient, hoping that time and new 
experiences might heal the wound he had suffered. He 
visited Egypt , Australia, Pacific Islands, India, China, 
and made an extraordinary Journey the entire length of 
t he great Himalaya Mountain Range. After six years of 
trqvel he returned to his home at Hietzing where he 
wrote several books on his experiences and carried on 
experiments in horticulture with the seeds which he 
_had brought back from his extensive trRvels over the 
earth. He made some very valuable contributions in 
this field. 
In 1851 Baron Carl married a Scottish lady much 
younger than he, whose father he had met in India in 
1830. At this time Carl was Austrian minister to Flor-
ence. The next ye ar, on May 8, 1852, Friedrich was born. 
Two other ch ildren were born to tl'lem before they left 
Florence in 1859 on account of a revolution. In 1860 
Carl was made ustrian minister to Brussels where be 
5 
rem9 ine1 for seve-r1 year s . Tela •:as a new and i nt eres t -
ing environment for young Friedrich. uL1ving al·~ay s at 
h ome, in a diplomatic house, with a father distinguished 
in science as well as in mili tary and civil service, he 
mus t have s een a. great and interesting variety of people, 111 
and en oyed many broadening cultura l a~vantages. His 
mot her, reared a Presbyteri a n , accepted t he Catholic 
faith soon after her marriage . She wa s a ·ell-educated 
;v oman and saw to it t h at Friedrich r e ceived fine edu-
cat1onal a dvantages • . 1\ t first he 'a s t ~mght by a ? rote s.,. 
tant woman, t hen later, by a Lut h eran pastor in Brussels. 
Alfred von Reumont , a German Catholic historian sent to 
Brussels as a minister from Prussia, took an interest in 
Friedrich and helped wi t h hie education. He never attend -
ed a s chool or univers ity. This may seem a di sadvantage 
upon first thought. But if he had attended a school it 
i s very likely that his intellectual interests and hob-
bie s would have been misunderstood and consequently 
curbed. In contrast, hls private tutelage furni shed " a 
more free and individualised flo ·ering of hie intel l ect-
ual and emotional, richly human nature." 2 
In 1870 Baron Carl von H~gel d1ej. Soon after hie 
father' s death Fried rich wa s t ,aken seriously 111 from 
typhus . This left him with a slight deafnes s which 
1. Holland, qL , 3 
2. Ibid ., 4. 
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grew increasingly worse and caused a real handicap 
over which he was more or less sensitive. There is the 
suggestion that this defect caused him to become more 
introspective in the realm of his own inner resources 
and thus strengthened his inclination for the study of 
mysticism. While this is possible, it is merely a con-
.1ecture. Soon after hie recovery from the attack from 
typhus he spent a year in Vienna during which he had 
a religious crisis. He attributed hie salvation to the 
influence of two men, a Dutch Dominican Friar and a 
French Secular Priest, both men of unusual religious 
character. It was the Dominican Friar, Father Raymond 
Hocking, who influenced Friedrich during this first 
crisis . This served to direct him toward religion. But 
about fifteen years later he came in contact with t he 
j, 
French priest, Abbe Huvelin. Much later in life the 
Baron wrote, "I owe to this Frenchman more than to any 
man I have ever known in the flesh." 3 About this time 
he went into frequent retreats with the Jesuits from 
whom he learned many things of spiritual value to him. 
In 1873, at the age of twenty~one, Friedrich von 
Htlgel married Lady Mary Herbert, daughter of Sidney 
s Herbert. They had three daughter;: Gertrud, Hildegard , 
and Thekla. They 11 ved at Hampstead, .England till 1903 
3. Holland, SL , 5. 
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when they moved to 13 Vicarage Gate, near Kensington 
Gardens, where the Baron spent the remainder of his 
life. From 1893 to 1903 he did considerable traveling 
over the countries of Europe. Due to his wi ·fe'e health 
they spent the •·inters during this period in · the coun-
tries of Southern Europe, especially Italy . This gave 
Baron Friedrich an ·' opportunity to form a wide acqua1nt-
-;tnce within intellectual and ecclesiastical circles. 
Ernst Troeltsch and Rudolph Eucken are two influential 
figures that stand out among his acquaintances. He had 
two peculiar habits which helped to broaden his acquaint-
ances: 
"All through life, if he read any book which much 
impressed him as that of an -earnest and sincere 
seeker after truth, he endeavoured to make the 
acquaintance of the writer by letter or meeting. 
This, and his real desire to assist even persons 
of small importance who asked for his advice or 
opinion, involved him in a large correspondence 
with men and women of various countries, to whom 
he usually wrote in their own tongues--German, 
French, Italian, or English--and into his letters, 
as into · all that he did, he put the most minute 
and conscientious labour. Thus, with this ever-
increasing correspondence and intercourse, and 
immense reading and study, and often interrupted 
by long periods of always bad and sometimes alto-
gether incapaci tat.ing health, he passed away the 
years before he had actually begun to write his 
first book (The Mystical Element of Religion) ·, 
his ·physical condition having then improved. his 
was t h e prepa.ration which made him one of the cen-
tral figures in the stormy period in the life of 
the Church, which followed th4 death of Leo XIII 
a.nd the accession of Pius X." . 
In 1897 von FUge~became acquainted with Father 
Tyrrell who possessed a brilliant mind and was a born 
4. Holland, SL, 7. 
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writer. The SiTnilari ty of their intellectual interests 
· drew them quickly together in a fast friendship which 
lasted until Tyrrell~s death in 1909. An abundant cor-
respondence was carried on by them. Each was greatly 
stimulated by the friendship, thought and writings of 
the other. Friedrich Heiler was anpther close friend 
of von Hngel's that highly influenced him during this 
productive period of his life, also Heinrich Holtzmann, 
the great ~rew Testament critic. 11 His German-Scottish 
mind wae far more in real touch with t hese than with 
Frenchmen and Italians, or even Engliehmen. 11 5 
In 1908 the Baron completed and published his 
first book, The Mystical Element of Religion, on which 
he had spent many yea.rs of preparation and writing. It 
is a massive . work literally packed full of thought and 
religious content. His second book, .Eternal Life , was 
published in 1912. It is far more lucid than the first 
book. In 1916 he published a third book entitled, The 
German Soul . The World War struck deeply .in the soul of 
von HUgel for he was of ·c-arman descent. His sympathies 
ere with the cause of the llies for right and justice. 
But the fanciful generalizations in regard to the char-
acter of the German people as a whole were heart-breaking 
to him. So he wrote his book with the hope of correct-
ing some of the misunderstandings and prejudices h1ch 
5. Holland, SL, 33. 
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the 111ee had in regard to the German people. 
In 1907 the Baron lost two of h i s three daughters 
from his home. The eldest, Gertrud , married a ~ount from 
Gen~a. The youngest , 'l'hekla , entered a convent at the 
age of twenty-one . These loses sad1ened him considerably 
f or he was very much absorbed with his home life. Then 
.in 1915 hie eldest daughter , Gertrud , died of consump-
tion. Gertrud had been his favorite daughter and an 
inspirational corres pondent . Consequently he missed 
her considerably. 
He liked· t o live much in the open air. He as not 
interested in games and the favorite sportf s of the 
Englishmen. But he f ound hie exercise and diversion in 
long walks usually taken alone except for the usual 
company of his beloved dog, Puck. Hi s deafness prevent- · 
ed him from enjoying the theatre, concerts or lectures . 
But with the advent of the cinema he found frequent en-
joyment i n this form of entertainment for deafness was 
nG obstacle. 
Von H~gel's broad learning was recognized by t he 
conferring of an honary LL.D. degree by St . Andre s 
University in Scotland and also a degree of D.D. by 
Oxford University in 1920. The Gi f.fo rd Lectureship was 
offered him in 1924-26 , but hie health became eo poor 
t hat e as forced t o give 1t up before t e completion 
of the lectures. Much of t he material of t hese abandoned 
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lectures was incorporated in his next book, The Reality 
of God. He orked on this book till his death in 192~ 
leaving it incomplete. Some of his numerous lectures 
and writings during this period were published in a 
volume called, Essays and Addresses on the Philosophy 
of Religion , in 1921. second series was published in 
1926. 
In 1923 von H~el felt keenly the death of hie 
great friend, Ernst Troeltsch. From this time on the 
health of the Baron grew steadily worse. His exerc ise 
became less a·nd less frequent and lacked 1n its former 
vigor. He became easily exhaus t ed and could not spend 
more than an hour or eo 1n any actual work or writing 
in a day. But up to the last he carried on his corre-
spondence with great care. This demanded much of his 
fast ebbing strength for many people wrote to him for 
advice and consolation. He grew steadily weaker. Fin-
ally, d.eath claimed him on January 27, 1925. His as 
a serene and happy death, quietly passing away in 
like fashion as he h&d lived. His passing caused the 
religious circles of Europe to bow in reverent respect 
and frank recognition of their loss. It left "a lone-
6 
some place against the sky" as 'l'>'ell as in the hearts 
of the people. 
6. Edwin a.rkham, uLincoln, the Man of the People. 11 
11 
B. Forces which Contributed to His Development . 
Baron li'riedrich von HUgel was by no means a 
ere ture of circumstance or accident. There were sev-
eral elements which combined and helped him t o achieve 
the rich personality which 1s so much admired in him. 
11 He derived from many sources, Scotch mother, Aus -
trian father, Lutheran pastor, Catholic tutor, · 
Dutch Dominican, and French secular Priest, that 
immensely varied yet richly masatve texture t'at 
characterizes s.ll his thought andutteranee." 
The Baron's mother was a well-educated woman with 
a Protestant religious background. Perhaps he derived 
from her hie fine tolerance of the religious opinions 
and beliefs o -f t h ose people that differ from him in 
their t~1nking. But she did not hold the same intellect-
ua.l interests as did her son , l•'riedr1ch, and consequent-
ly they h8.d little 1 n common. 
Von H~gel more closely reeembled his father than 
his mother. Perhaps the likeness will be more apparent 
if we study a characterization of Carl von H~gel by 
Baron Alfred von Reumont , a very close friend of earl . 
urn him the man of the world was combined with the 
man of science; mature experience of life with 
profound knowledge of many fields; the enjoyment 
of soc al pleasures, and· the fulfilment of official 
duties, with persevering, paesiona.te industry in 
scientific pursuits .. He 'as considerat , ympathetic, 
hu,'ila.ne, without pretention, and without stiffness. 
Till middle life notable in salons, he was a lov-
ing husband and father. His deep•eeated religious 
feeling and hi .e attachment to hie Church had not 
a trae.e o.f n~rrowness or intolerance, a.nd his 
Christian cl-tar1ty sh0wed itself both in the mild-
ness of his judgments, and in his beneficence and 
7. Cock, SR, 195. 
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l i berality. He vas a arm patriot without an-
tipathy to other nations; a decided Conservative 
without political 1ntoleraBce; in all things full 
of moderation and equity." 
Thus it is highly conceivable that he derived his fertile 
1ntellectu~l capqcity and hie broad, tolerant outlook 
on life from his father. It was a rich heri tage to 
which he was never untru • 
We have already indicated the influence that e. 
Dominican Friar and a .li'rench priest had on his eon-
version and religious thinking. we have also mentioned 
that he had no schooling in the ordinary sense of the 
word. But he was a well-educated man . Let us listen to 
him as he tells us of his ducati .onal influences. 
''Yet my much loved tutor, from eight to f1 fteen ., 
was a Rhenish Pruesia.n Lutheran, and my education 
was, for those years, supervised by the well--known 
C.9.tho11c historian, the Rhenish Prussi n diplomat , 
lfred von Reumont. And my late initiation into 
Hebrew I owe to the Hessi an convert , the strongly 
anti-Prussian Catholic Priest-Profes sor, Dr. Gust . v 
Bickell . Most of the recent books t hat have 1nflu- · 
enced me much--the great works of Rohde , Oldenberg, 
Gunkel , Bernard Duhm, Heinrich Holtzmann, Otto von 
Gierke, Ernst Troeltseh--are all German. nd then 
there have b en the friendships, ith roots too 
deep, I trust, for even this terrible war and its 
poignant differenees to destroy, with such Catholic 
laymen as Martin Spahn and such Catholic clerics 
a lbert Ehrhard and Joseph Prenner; and with Pro-
testant University rofessors,. such as Rudolf EucKen 
and Ernst Troeltsch . Heinrich .oltzmann, t hat ut er-
ly guileless soul and ceaselessly generous friend, 
has already gone to here wars are no more. ·•9 
Aside from these home and educational influences 
there were two religious ·influences that were potent 
8. Holland, SL. 4. 
9. H~gel , GS, 124f. 
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1n his li fe. The Roman Catholic Church was the object 
of a strong and fervent devotion on the part of the 
Baron. Its theology and institutions were accepted on 
the hole by him. The mystical tendencies of the Cath-
olic faith as represented in some o·f the saints, especial· 
ly Saint Catherine, had a strong appeal to him. His 
views of the Church and institutional religion will be 
discussed in a later chapter. 
Two societies of which he was a highly respected 
member influenced him greatly. -One was the Synthetic 
Society, composed of notable men of both Catholic and 
Protestant fait s _, and organ1 zed for the purpose of 
considering religious problem and issues. The other 
was the London Society for the Study of Religion, found-
ed in 1903, having a special interest in religious 
and moral questions. In these two societies the Baron 
met numerous men of great imnortance. They were a 
source of considerable stimulation to him in his re-
ligious studies and i n the writing of some of his books. 
C. His Temperament and Character. 
At no period in his life ·as Baron von H~gel g1v n 
to dieaipation. Hls conversion was a religious awakening 
and did not include moral cr1s1e as did the conversion 
of uguetine a.nd others. Throughout hie early ye·ara hie 
parents were careful to instill moral principles which 
would enable him to achieve a strong personality. This 
14 
he unquestionably did. 
Von HUgel appreciated and loved beauty greatly, 
yet it did not make a first appeal to h1m. He was a-
fraid of beauty in sense and did not regard it ae 
a special testimony of God. He says, "We will not 
idolize form, i t le content that. mattera."lO He was 
far more concerned ith the inner beauties of the 
soul, spiritual beauty rather than physical beauty. 
He was a great lover of mankind. It wae char-
acterietic of him that if he ever found any good in 
himself that h e was anxious to impart it to others. 
He had what we might call a ''tender solicitude for 
each soul ' e beet. 11 He wanted to s ee 1 t unfold a.nd 
realize itself. In thie regard also ·•a beautiful fea-
ture in Friedrich von H\igel was his love of, and f ith 
in, youth, and his ardent desire to encourage in 1t 
all higher moral and intellectual 11fee"11 
Perhaps the Baron obtained his keen, l ife-l ong 
1nte~st in Geology from h1e father. From it he ob-
tained many of hie very apt illustrations and images. 
It was not so much the geological or natural beauty 
that fascinated him as the impact of historical facts 
. and sc1ent1f1c data upon his . mind. It repres nted 
new truth , and that w&s the object of h1s life-long 
quest. Thus truth as rar more satisfying to him than 
beauty. 
10. Greene, TW, 141. 
11. tlolland, SL, 47f. 
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D. His Inner Spiritual Vigor. 
It 1s impossible to discuss the inner life of any 
man with any amount of accuracy. That is eome th1ng 
known only to him-self and hie God. However, we can ob-
tain glimpses of the richness of his personal piety 
through those who kne him well,as well as through his 
writings and the fruits of his personal living. 
Von HUgel is often consi dered i n t erms of his 
mystical characteristics. Yet hi s niece, who knew h im 
a s well as any other human being, writes , ''Though we 
see in him very clearly the touch of the mystical being, 
yet he is not so peculiarly mystical as immensely rich.ul2 
One of his intimate friends, Doctor Sauer, Rector 
of Freiburg University, said of the Baron after hie . 
death ; 
''He was one of t he most remarkable of men , and, 
tn consequence, not to be understood by such as 
knew him not intimately. I have seen him , after 
t he sharpe·st critical argume.nt, or after slash -
ing away at some abuse or faultiness in clerical 
or Church questi one , go into the nearest Church 
and pray4 rapt and absorbed like a saint --or a 
eh1ld ."l.? 
He had a life ... tong practice of daily mediation 
and systematic prayert either spoken or silent. lso 
he parti cipated frequently in the Holy Communion and 
confessione 
bbot Butler, in an rt1cle in the Tablet (February 
14, 1925) , comments upon the ''powerful intellect, t he 
12 .. Greene, TW. 143. 
13 . · Holland, SL, 48f. 
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acute, mae.e1 ve, highly trained metaphysical mind, •• then 
adds! 
"But beyond all compare greater than the intel-
lectual a~peal was the moral appeal of von H&gel' e 
personal religion. The warm flow of deep unaffected 
piety pulsates. through every page of hi s greater 
writings a s their very life-blood. Everyone who 
reads them , and s till more everyone who came into 
personal contact with hi msel f, could not but feel 
that religion was t he great all·absorbing interest 
of his life, the .one thing he supremely cared about • 
••••••• s uch talks were as walks over the mountains 
1n the fresh keen breeze, in the l ight and armth 
of the sun, in view of a p~norama of wild scenery 
or spreading landscape--exhilarating , bracing , 
deepening , bro dening , uplifting ; I have never -ex-
perienced quite t he same wi th any other man And 
we always returned home by the little Catholic 
Ghurch in Holly ~lace--it was his datly practice--
and went in for a lo'1g visit to the Bleeeed :.:>e.era.-
ment ; and t here I would watch him sitting , the 
gre t deep eyes fixed on t he 'l'abernacle , the hole· 
being wrapt in an absorpt ion of prayer , devotion, 
contemplation. Those who have not seen him so know 
only half the man. ·• 14 
By means of t he above refer ences we are allo ed to 
peer t hrough the key-hole , so to spea.k, at the richnes s 
and depth of t~e Bqron ' e personality and inner spiritual 
life. He was truly a great man of untold spiritual re-
eourees . 
In closing thi s discussion _of Baron von H&gel as a 
man let us say that hie reputation for greatness is well• 
deserved. He lived well , laughed often and loved much . 
He fille hie niche and accomplished hi s task. He gained 
the l ove of children and the respect and admiration of 
h i e fel lowmen. Hie memory 1s a benediction. 
14. Holland, SL, 49. 
CHAPTER II 
RELIGION AND LIFE 
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''How amiable are thy tabernacles, 0 Jehovah of hosts! 
My soul longeth, yea, even :tainteth :tor the courts or 
Jehovah; · . 
My heart and my flesh cry out unt·o the living God. 
Yea, the sparrow hath found her a house, 
And the swa11·ow a nest for heree·lf", where she may lay 
her young, 
~ven thine altars, 0 Jehovah of hos~s, 
My King, and my God. "1 
The Psalmist has well expressed this innate yearn-
ing · ot all life after the Most High · in the above pas-
sage·. Man- and beast alike seek a harmonious adjustment 
with the forces · of nature, ·but man desires and ne.eds 
spirit1.1al fellowship and communion with the Eternal 
Creator and Susta1ner of life. It is at this point that 
religion permeates life and physic.al existence achieves 
a spiritua-l significance. rt is the purpose of this 
cha.pter to discuss the nature or religion in accordance 
with the vi-ews of Baron Friedrich von Htigel. 
Von HUgel recogni·zed three· con-st1tut1 ve element-s in 
thehistoryo:t civilization. Not only do they have racial 
significance, but he believed them to be equally essential 
to the · complete development and· well-rounded life of each 
individual. First, there is the Greek passion :tor richness 
and· beauty. It 1s a characteristic that is embodied in 
everything that the Greeks bequeathed to civilization by 
way · or art, srchi tecture, sculpture and literature, 
1. Psslm 84:1-3. 
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including the classics, drama and the ~extremely influ-
ential worke in philosophy. The Greeks had a manifest l ove 
of and faith 1n the absolute values of Beauty, Truth and 
Goodness. We have just seen how pervasive the influence 
of Beauty became in their culture. Socrates was the famous 
champion or moral goodness and . Plato, as well as s ocra,tee, 
pleads :f'or Truth. The Greeks gradually approached a the-
istic belief through their :f'a1.th 1n these absolute values. 
Their search · atter· the ~ernal Being behind · the structure 
of' the universe led them f'rom the contemplation of phyeieal 
elements, such as fire, water and air, to moral and in-
tellectual elements such as Goodness, Truth and Beauty. 
Finally, Plato.,s view of the "Great Universal,. or the 
"Perfect Absolute" climaxed this religious and philo-
sophical quest of the Greeks. · 
A much more satisfactory and complete revelation or 
that Eternal Being, for which the Greeks had been search-
ing, was giveri to the world in the personality of Christ. 
This is the second element which von H&gel mentions, and 
with this we shalL concern ourselves 1n this chapter. The 
third element is the ecient1fic temper or our day which 
leads men in a relentless quest for facts to be subjected 
to the reign of law .• 
A. The Fundamental Character of Religion. 
Religion is not merely an incident in the sequence 
of life's experiences, such as marriage, having children, 
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education and decent behavior. It is, in essence, "the 
supernatural life, the other world, the otherness of God, 
. - (6 .. "'-n-.•r"~-.. J) 
different from, but penetrating this life. " 2 ThisAis a 
term of extreme indefiniteness in theology and is used 
loos,ely by many wr1 ters. Consequently, it needs definition 
according· to von H&gel's usage. 
' In de .aeribing his _concepti.on of the Supernatural, 
_the Baron mentions five characteristics which he believes 
are essential to and contained in every manifestation of 
the Supernatural. 
u F1 ret, then, the Supernatural experience, act 
or state, appears always, r_or us human beings, on 
occasion of, in contact with, and as the transfigur-
ation of, Natural conditions, acts .. -states. Indeed, 
the Spiritual generally, whet.her natural or even 
supernatural, is always preceded or occasioned, 
accompanied or followed, py the Sensible-the soul 
by the body. -'.l'he highe-st _realities and deepest 
responses are experienced by us within, or in con-
tact with, the lower and .the lowliest; only in the 
moments of deepest spiritual experience do these 
humbler precedents e.nd concomitants disappear from 
the direct, or at least from the more vivid, con-
sciousness, and does the Natural substratum seem to 
be entirely submerged by the sheer Supernatural. 
Hence the genuine Supernatural. always -brings with -it 
a keen .sense o e · reoipJ ent '8 1i ttleness-be 1-. eo 
he~nmed -~in ' 15y; ·-and indeed : so ~:largely · bound up with; 
his .smalt· h\.unan ::eapaeitiee ·as ·. they front. ,the immensity 
or ' the divine life. "3 . . 
out-Von Hugel l}~re brings{\one··,of the world •·a finest truths. 
He points out thr interdependence of the Supern~tural and 
the Natural, the sp1ritual ·and :."the physical, then indicates 
that the finest spiritual experience is often found amid 
the lowliest surroundings. This was true of Jesus' birth 
2. Greene, LHN, xxx1. 
3. Htigel, EA, 1, 292. 
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in Bethlehem. This was also true of Jesus' life for he 
possessed that admirable ability to find in the sordid 
and commonplace things an experience of transcending 
glory. We might call this 11 glor1fying the commonplace." 
This is the type of a person Who can find a hea.ven in 
the slums. He finds beauty and happiness whereverf he 
turns. The Baron himself possessed th1s trait. Let us 
continue: 
"Secondly, the Supernatural experience, act or 
state, is never quite solitary, but, even in the 
penumbra of consciousness of the experiencing soul, 
and still more in unanalysed ways, it is profoundly 
social as well •.••..•• 'l'hirdly, the Supernatural 
experience, act or disposition always bears an 
evidential, metaphysical, more than human and other 
than human implication and character; and yet, whilst 
thus affirming Presence, · Reality or Otherness, it 
also always affirms or implies the incompleteness · 
(even within the range of f1n1 te capac·! ties) of this 
genuine experience of Ultimate R~al1ty. God is here, 
but not God exhaust! vely, not in the ful·lnesa which 
He is and which He Himself knows; not even in the 
fullness with which He may be known by other larger 
and more devoted human souls •••••••• Fourthly, the 
genuinely Supernatural experience, aet or disposition 
·1s always more or less accompanied by Suffering in 
Serenity, by Pain in Bliss."4 
Thus we see that the Supernatural may be experienced 
by people in a group as well as by an individual. In this 
point he provides a place for institutional religion. Then 
he points out the metaphysical character of the Supernatural 
which man can never direotlya.nd completely experience. In 
other words, we can apprehend. God more or lees perfectly 
in His immanence, but· in His transcendence we can only 
experience a very incomplete sense of Otherness. Thus we 
4. Hugel, EA, 1, 293f. 
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see that for von Hagel .the Supernatural meant those 
spiritual valuee and realities inherent in the structure 
of the universe as well as that Ultimate Reality trans-
cending the uni.erse. In t he· fourth point the Baron 
indicates the value of suffering ae a spiritual exper ... 
ience. 
nAnd fifthly, the Supernatural experience always 
involves (though in· this its deepest content often 
especially obscurely) tl'Je reality; indeed some dim 
sense or God. Qualittee, such as reality, tranacend-
eneei ··.presence, existe.nce-these are not apprehended 
&S abstractions noating in the air, or fancied in 
the mind; such qualities, or the impressions or such 
qualities are, however confusedly, however unuttered 
even to itself by the apprehending mind, felt and 
loved as effects and constituents of a Reality die-
tinct from the. apprehender, and yet a Reality suf-
ficiently like the human· spirt t,. when thus super-
naturally sustained and sublimated, to be recognised 
by· this human spirit with rapt, joyous adoration as 
its living source, support and end. ''5 
In this final characteristic of the Supernatural 
experience the Baron provides for- the mystical experience, 
the contemplation of and absorption in the Ultimate Reality. 
The spiritual realities and values, mentioned above, come 
to their fullest expression and find their true significance 
in this relationship between the subject and· the Object. 
Rel·igion, therefore, is "evidential, trans-subjective," 
f_nvolving personal relations with its ontologically real 
Object.6 Through these five characteristics von HUgel 
has given us a fine understanding of his conception of 
the Supernatural. 
It is characteristic of Htigel that he should think 
5. Htl.gel, EA, i, 295. 
6. Hagel, EA, ii, 157. 
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or religion as the outward look of a soul toward the 
Other. Pe~ape for some psychologists the religious 
experience- may seem to be a fanciful glimpse of a.n 
imaginary reality accompanied by self-generated emotion, 
but not for von R{igel. Such subjectivism,. being of an 
illusory nature., was extremely distasteful to him. · 
11 Reltg1on, even more than all other convieti.ons 
that claim correspondence with the Real, begins 
and proceeds and ends with the Given--with exist-
ences, real! ties which environ and pene'trate ·us 
and which we have alwaye anew to capture and to 
combine, to fathom and to comprehend."7 
It may be said that religion 
"always affirms more and other than laws of the mind 
or impre·sslons of the soul. It ever affirms Reality, 
a Reality, 1h!, Reality distinct from ourselves, the 
self-subsistent Spirit, God. It 1s, essentiallf, 
affirmation of Fact, of what y, what aboriginally, · 
supremely ll• It 1s, in this seneeand degree, on-
tolo~ical, metaphysical: it is this, or it is noth-
ing. 8 
Religion !s no.t a substitute nor a refuge, but it 
demands positive thought and action. It requires the 
cultivation, development · andexpression or all or man's 
faculties. Rel1g1on ·presupposesthat man is moved by, 
has an appreciation of, and searches for · Truth and 
Reality. Religion is an ,end in itself. It affirms the 
Ultimate Reality, the Other, .God. 
It is .impose! ble to give wl th any preciseness a 
definition of religion. Possibly it would be difficult 
to find two theologians who would agree upon a certain 
7. H&gel, EA, 1, 13. 
8. H\5gel, EA, 11 ., 59. 
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formulation or a def1n1t1on of religion. The Baron does 
not les.veue any preeiee formula for the nature of re-
lig1on. Religion for him was too big -and supremely great 
to be def1ne.d. In studying hie religious philosophy let 
us keep in mind that religion for him was like a jewel 
which has many facets. Each facet gives one approach to 
the beautiful reality of the whole gem. The gem cannot 
be tully apprehended and understood in terms of, one, two, 
or even three of its facets, but to appreciate 1 t com-
pletely one must consider a11 · of the facets. This alone 
can give one a true picture of the whole. Such was von 
HUgel's attitude toward religion. We find him continually 
discussing phases or aspects of religio.n, but nowhere 
does he attempt a final definition or religion as a. whole. 
This observation is born out as he mentions "four char-
acteristics .of all religton,-its practical unlverealit.J, 
importance, autanom7r, and euperhumanity. "9Perhaps this 
is the nearest that he comes to a definition or religion. 
Each of these characteristics is really a facet which 
reflects one picture or attribute or the whole. Again, 
this fact 1s born out in his discussion of the nature of 
religious experien-ce in which ·~the soul at its deepest 
is ever ·pro-roundly original, isolated; active, daring, 
interior, penetrative, and super:rtcially pessimist; it 
moves through suffering on to joy."lO 
After all has been said, religion does not ea1st 
9. Hfigel, EA, 1, 23. 
10. Hiigel. EA., 11, 10. 
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in the abstract formulations of it, but only in the 
lives s.nd experiences of -men. The perplexing problem 
has to do with the method of making religion vital 1n 
this sphere .. 'l'his was von Hijgel•·s chief concern. He 
agreed with -Dean Inge that 
t'man s.tta1ns in religion, as truly as elsewhere-
once gtTen his wholehearted striving-in proportion 
as he seeks not too directly • not feverishly and 
stra1n1ngly, but in a largely subconscious, wait-
ing, genial, expansive, endlesaly patient, sunny 
manner._"ll . 
Religion makes certain- demands upon men who would 
be truly religious. Such men must be heroic, holding 
fast to their faith amid the flaunt1ngs of a skeptical 
world. They must be pure, living -in a world of immor-
ality yet uncolored by such an influence·. They must be 
humble and- unpretentious, 
"not of my littleness amtdst · a huge World Machine, 
or World Soul, or World Proceee, but of my weak-
ness and poverty as measured ·by -perfect -Sp1r1t-
of the Spiri-t not mys·elf, yet suffi-ciently like 
me to humble me whilst sustaining me; this beauti-
fully rich virtue still shines out, in its specific-
ally The1_stic colour, in Charles Darwin's touching 
self-obli vion."12 
Finally, they must have a fervent capacity for love. 
Love is the very essence of all true religion. 
11 And if I have the gift of prophecy, and know all 
mysteries and all knowledge; and if I have all 
t'&ith, so &s to remove mountains, but have not 
love, I am nothing. And if I bestow all my goods 
to feed the poor, and if I give my body to be 
burned, but have not love, it profiteth me noth1ng."l3 
11. Hnse1, EA, 1i, 6o. 
12. Ibid. 159. 
13. I Cor. 13:2- 3. 
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''Thus love-love of religion, and love of the other 
kinde, levels, ranges of life--is here the fundamental 
need-a standing within these living complexes and 
. t " 14 if th d necese1 ies. L e, ·en, nee s religion to complete 
1te meaning and significance. 
The Baron has been criticized for making religion 
too intellectual. He was told th,at hie type of religion 
was &11 right for a select few, privileged in education, 
who understood it, but the common man who was incapable 
of much reasoning would be bewildered by it. But such was 
not the c~se accordin.g to von Hftgel, who s·aid that: 
"Any poor l!!lundry• girl, who carefully studies and 
carries out the laws · of successful washing, who 
moves, in alternation, away from this concentration 
on the Thing, to recollection and increasingly 
effective prayer s.nd rudimentary contemplation, 
and who seeks the fuller growth or her spirit and 
of its union with God, in this coming and going, 
to •nd trom the Visible and Contingent, to and from 
the Spiritual and Infinite, and in what these sev-
eral levels h~ve of contrast and of conflict; or 
any lowly farm-laborer or blacksmith or miner, who 
would proceed similarly with his external determ-
inist mecha.nic.al work, and with his deeply internal 
requirements and spiritual growth and consolidation: 
would all be carrying out precisely what is intended 
here. ·•15 
Thus theBaron conceived or religion as something 
extremely practical and fundamen.tal, the fruits or which 
everyone might avail himself if he would. From this point 
let ua turn t .o a study of the relationship which the 
Baron believed exists between religion and ethics. 
14. HUgel, EA, ii, 131. 
15. H~el, MER, !1, ~79. 
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B. Religion and Morality. 
Von Htlgel admits that there is some association 
between religion and ethics, but he spends considerable 
effort in showing that they are not identical. Ethics and 
morals can ne.ver displace religion in that they never 
penetrate beyond the region of ''what ought to be 'i into 
the region of "what Is. '1 Ethics 1s normative and not de-
scriptive and interpretative. This latteris the sphere 
of religion which has to do, ,;not with the produetlon 
of what ought to be, but with fear, love, adora.tion or 
16 
what already · is." 
H1·storically, the religious sense c·omes· first, 
according to von HUgel. He relates that some of his 
earliest reminiscences are those or his boyhood ponder-
1ngs upon the · mysteries and perplexities of life, its 
why, its eource ., its purpose and its whither. He admits 
that these wonderings were inchoate and vague, but never-
theless, he felt, amid his childhood fancies ·, a sense of 
the Other. This, he believes, was the beginning of his 
religious consciousness. 
In contra·st to this, he places the develppment of 
his moral consciousness fairly late in his life. He 
offers three reasons for this. Firat, childhood experience 
falls within a limited sphere •. There are few demands up-
on the child to exercise hie taculty of choice, to make 
morlll de·cisions. His. development is fostered and nourished 
16. HUgel, EA, i, 23. 
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by fond paren-ts who make his moral decisions for him 
until he reaches the reason·able age or aeeounta.bili ty. 
Second, it is dependent upon the development of the 
consei.ousness of one 'a · selfhood. This, again, makes the 
achievement · of the moral consciouenes,s rather late. One 
does not become conscious of his own identity and being 
very early. The child becomes aware of things much sooner 
than self. '.i'hird, ethics arise in oonnec·tion with society. 
The child is related to a very small un,1t of society in 
the early part of his life. Hence, if H6gel is right, it 7 
would t end to retard the development of hie moral sen-
1!ibility. 
While HUgel holds to a separateness betweenrel1gioue 
values and moral values, yet he does not deny a certain 
amount of interconnection between them. Ther complete 
each other• Religion without goodness would be inconsist-
ent and meaningless. Likewise, morality wit hout religion 
would eventuate into cold, uninspiring legalism. H~ h.olds 
that religion is closer to the moral sense than to the - :, 
aesthetic sense. He was not very friendly to forms of 
beauty, unless it had to do with the- beauty and exce·11~ 
ence of the soul. He was much more concerned with the 
content t;ha.n with form and beauty. He admits that beauty 
gives us a glimpse of God, of Reality, but religion gives 
us the sense of the wholly Other. 
Jesus said that the pure 1n heart were blessed for 
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they should see · God. Thus von H&gel was right in his 
idea of association between morality and religion. Jesus 
makes the climax of religion fully dependent upon the 
moral nature of the individual. H~gel would assert a 
similar dependence. 
The Baron made another interesting point. It •as 
been asserted many times in the history of ethics but 
is particularly interesting in connection with the Baron's 
mystical tendencies. In such a case._ the ethical emphasis 
is ~sually forgotten, or at le~st neglected. The Baron 
recognized that happiness 1·s cond1 tioned by moral1 ty. 
uoh, how kind and generous of Goc! :when He makes it 1m-
possible for us to become very happy unless we become 
very good." 17 
C. Institutional Religion. 
Von ij~el distinguishes three elements in the history 
of religions. The first element has to do with the histor-
ical and institutional phase of religion. Reserve forces 
are accumulated in these religious institutions by euc-
ceeeive generations, thus making them "power houses of 
spirituality." This will be the -eulf.ject of the present 
section. Next is the eredal, speculative or intellectual 
element which has to do with the formulae that express 
the constituents of power. This will be considered in our 
next chapter. Lastly, is the mystical and sacramental 
17. Greene, LHN, 53. 
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element. This furnishes the means of transforming and 
releasing . 8piritual power. Th18 we shall consider to 
some extent 1n this section, in so far as the sacra-
mental element of religion has to do with religious 
institutions. A fuller discussion of -the mystical as-
pect of religion will be given in a following chapter. 
Professor Cock thinks thatH&gel•s division of 
religion into these three elements 1s too neat, too 
schematlc and even too mechanica1.18 He suggests that 
the number, three, seems to- hold an irresistible fas-
cination for the mind. There have been many triads in 
the ·history of thought. The Christian doctrine of the 
Trinity:. t 's ·: an ·excellent example of this. He . doubts the 
psychology of it, ana complain& tha.t there is no mention 
or place given ·to the aesthetic element in the scheme. 
Perhaps we can readily understand this in view of our 
forego1ng· discussion .• But such a criticism is really 
besidethe point since we feel Bure that the Baron would 
have. been perfectly willing to divide the elements of 
religion into four groups, or more, if he had felt it 
necessary. 
It is interesting to note that there is a parallel 
of these three elements which we might express as physio-
logical, logical and psychological. The institutional 
element; or the physiological, is concerned with the 
18. Cock, SR, 210f. 
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sense impre-ssions of the actual; the rational or logical 
deals with the processes of abstraction and reflection · 
as contained in the doctrinal .aspecte of religion; and 
the mystical, or what is more nearly psychological, has . 
to do ·w1th the subjective apprehensions of religion. 
Von H~el recognized that a great fault of modern 
Catholicism is that it tends to over-emphasize the in-
stitutional to the neglect and hurt or the intellectual 
andmyst1cal elements in religion .. Consequently he spent 
considet'S.ble time and effort to set forth the proper 
significance and meaning of the institutional element. 
He thought of the Church, not as an end in itself, 
but as a means to God and a preserver or great truths 
coming from God. He preferred Roman Catholicism to Prot~ 
estantiem because it recognized the supernatural life as 
essential to religion and emphaeized ·the need and value 
of the institutional element. ,;Religion derives all its 
chief power and passion from tra,dition and institution •.• l9 
In our religious life we begin with a "confused 
20 experience of the parts" and gradually grow toward 
an experience of the ultimate Whole, God. Psychologically, 
man can not apprehend God directiy. We need aids to direct 
our· thoughts and medi tat1on till we achieve that des·ired 
spiritual communion. Luther. then, would be wrong, ac-
cording to von H&gel, in believing that the human soul 
19. Ht1gel, RGRA., 138. 
. 20. Ibid, 145. --
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could launch independent-ly and unaided toward that pure 
spirituality of God. "I might as well refuse any aid 
from the stimulating of my senses toward my apprehension 
of e.piritual Reality on the groun~ that God is not a 
21 bluebell, that His graoe is not a fern." Then he goes 
on t ·o say that 
"concrete, temporal, · and spatial religion br1ngs _to 
our spiritual apprehensions something ot the :feel-
ing of objectivity, of .ease, or· :rest which our ap-
prehension of the external world brings us, and which 
we have not felt within the .. group of faots and reasons 
derived from the needs of our moral and social life, 
eo far as we have considered these~ The human mind, 
requiring at every turn the support of the temporal 
and spatial conditions, f1~~s itself he_re also sup-
ported by time and space." 
Objective forme .of religion and worship do have con-
sideMble value for us. This is particularly true of 
those who are just beginning their religious thinking 
and experience. 
"What _happens -in the norma.l, that is in historical 
and institutional religious lite, is that, during 
the periods or obscuri-ty, the soul lives in a very 
true sense in the faith of its fellows until fresh 
light makes it in 1ts turn support the others. No 
man is sufficient unto himself'. "23 
The Baron is here establishing his claim for institution-
al religion on the great truth that we live in a connect-
ed -universe and that we belong to a social structure, 
whether we will or not. An object or person in our exper-
ience suggests or bears relations ~o the rest of the 
Whole. The Cburch, in one sense, ts a mutual atd society 
21. HUgel, RGRA, 142. 
22. Ibid. 
23. Ibid, i44. 
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for the · purpose of pr()moting the spiritmil development 
of each of 1ts members, just as the state guides and 
protects the social, economic and political welfare of 
its members. This is a sound point and well establishes 
his argument for the -need and value of institutional 
religion. 
It is fitting that we should say a word concerning 
the eac.raments and von Htlgel~ attitude toward them before 
we pass on to a more analytical study of his concept of 
the Church. 
The Baron believed that Baptism and the Holy Euchar-
ist, as parts of the sacramental system, are fruitful 
means of introducing us to rich spiritual values and 
realities, perhaps more so than any other possible aid 
found by man. But a false view is that which holds that 
these .are the only means of experiencing these realities. 
This is far from the truth. There are many people who 
belong to the soul of the Church, he claims, who do not 
belong to its body. 
In approaching the sacrament, according to von Hftgel, 
the ideal way is to "drop brain, open wide the soul, nour-
ish the heart, purify, strengthen the will: . with this, you 
. . 11 24 are sure to grow; without this you are certain to shrink. 
It 1e the procedure of the mystic. Broadly speaking, all 
of us are subject to the. mystical element in religion to 
24. HUgel, EA, 1, 99. 
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a certain extent. The aim of such religious exercise is 
to complete the development of the soul which should 
become "outward moving, humbly wel-coming, generously 
interpretat1ve." 25 
To the Baron's mind the Church.1s essential to com-
plete religion. But there are many who would substitute 
other things in place of institutional religion. Some 
substitute the individual. They say that religion is 
·man's deepest experience. It is an exclusively private 
affair and not to be paraded but held sacred between him-
self and God. Others claim that the _family is the highest 
expression of human love and most nearly approximates 
divine love of any thing that we know. Hence religion re-
ceives its finest and fullest expression in the family, 
and the Church is not needed .• · A third group say that the 
sect is more significant than the fJhurch. Notable examples 
of this in history are Montanue and Tertullian. Richard 
Rothe and others hold that the state is the logical sub-
stitute for the Church. Finally, the Stoics ·and Neo-
platon1sts, Hume, Hegelians, Bradley, Bosanquet, Croce 
in Italy, Bergson and his followers, and others would sub-
.. sti tute philosophy for · the function of the Church. 
The Etaron recognizee_ ths.t these attempts at subet1-
tut1 on are not due to hum~n pe-r versity. He ap·prec1atee the 
fact that the Churcb does have its faults. From this point 
- !' .:· '•"'- ~-
or view he suggests·· _four reasons that might cause the 
above-mentioned groups to feel as they do ~qward the 
J~5. _H&e;el,_ EA, .~_1, _ 99. :·· :; \ - ~ .~ .. ~ .. 
.· .. -
.. 
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Church and organized religion. First, the Church is a 
visible institution and hence has to be administered 
by human beings. Therefore it is subject to all the 
differences of those who administer it, in motives, 
purposes and in methods. Secondly, these administrators 
are often only average in capacity hence they frequently 
neglect or mi.nimize the great spiritual trut.hs and moral 
tenets of the Church. Thirdly, the visible institution 
of the Church under the influence of average men · like 
Constantine changed from a ••dying" method of spreading 
the faith ae used by the martyrs to a .. killing" or mili-
tant method. Lastly, the Church,. under the influence o·f 
average men, has manifested some hostility to the scien-
tific findings and disinterested scholarship character-
izing our day. Because of these reasons 26 men have been 
driven away from the Church von HUgel thinks. It is a 
pity that such a thing should happen because there is a 
persistent need, both individual and social, of the 
Church today. 
He continue• to point out three evidences of this 
need. First, ···religion, like science, art, ethics and 
philosophy; · rests on a · natural capacity in the human 
spirit which demands satisfaction and development. The 
visible Church meets this need in a way that nothing 
else can do. Secondly, the history of religion points 
26. Hngel, EA, i, 257ff. 
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out to ue great religious personalities whose develop-
ment and acti v1 ties sprang .from ineti tutione, and either 
continued those institutions or founded other institutions. 
This is true of the great Oriental religious geniuses, 
the Hebrew Prophets, and both Jesus and Paul. Thirdly, 
evidence of the impoverishment of the lives of Churchless 
religionists manifests this great need of the Church. 
They lack in humility , religious training and discipline. 
Their groups tend toward sentimental moralism and mutual 
admiration societies. Such men ·are intellectually dis-
honest for they take these eo- called substitutes-individ-
ual, family, sect, state, and philosophy-as they have 
been painstakingly nourished and developed by institution-
al religion and attribute to them the same value that be-
longs to that which has preserved and given meaning to 
their existence. 
There are certain functions and values in belonging 
to a Church which one should. recognize. Connection with 
the Church does govern; control and direct the soul's in-
dividual claims to a certain extent. The individual finds 
that he acquires a set of churchly obligatione. Again, 
the Church in order to exist has certain credal affirm-
ations which are inevitable limitations. But they are 
really channels of positive religious convictions. One 
must diseriminately consider the facts and principles 
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which condition our beliefs. One must recognize that 
~ ~ 
truth and goodness are elements which have been oper-
ative in the history or religion. A spiritual appreci-
ation of the humbler and tende~r beginnings of Jewish 
and Christian religions is necessary. This involves an 
. ·' 
appreciation o~f the historical or1g1l.ns of present re-
ligious experience, habits, practices and institution&. 
We must recognize that religion has passed through per-
iodspf persecution, revenge, -condemnation a.nd use of 
physical force. The reality of these facts is undeniable 
in their imperfection. They must be patiently understood 
and forgiven, and the valu& and truth in religion -sought 
out and achieved. F'inally, and most important of all, i s 
the apprehension. that one God ope!'ates through all reality 
and through all man's responses .. and religious experiences. 
Von H\1gel had a keen love for the . Church. In it he 
found his chief religious inspiration. uHis religious 
.sense was aroused and preserved by Catholic tradition, 
ritual, architecture, all leading up to and maintaining 
an invigorating awareness of the Real Presence of God." 27 
Not only are we stirred by his love for the Church but, 
"almost any impartial student of religion, almost 
any unbiased psychologist in this field, almost any 
member of one of the World's several great ortho-
doxes would probably concur~ with von H&gel'e esti· 
mation of the place of the sensuous, the material, 
the traditional, and the institutional as forming 
the normally neceseary occasion, "apperceptive mass', 
instrument, and protective shell of the religious 
life. "28 
2·7. Dakin, HS, 101. 
28. Ibid. 
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In closing this chapter it is fitting that we should 
consider the contributions of Roman Catholicism as von 
Htlgel saw them. He suggests seven of them. 29 
First; , the spiritual life of the individual is a-
roused and _quickened by sense stimulation. Catholicism 
alone holds that sense objects awaken• the feeling of 
communion and fellowship to such an extent. The appeal 
to the spiritual is made through the sensual. The Baron 
does not hold that this is exclusively the case however. 
Secondly, -Spirit is awakened by -spirit. The adoration of 
the great religious saints of the ages awakens in us 
spiritual thoughts and longings. "Catholicism,- in its 
traditional system, alone remains ceaselessly aware of 
this sacred torch-race across the a.ges.n30 
Thirdly, this spiritual awakening and communion 
takes place within a great 
''social and spiritual Organism which itself posesses 
a certain mysterious yet very real person-like ident-
ity and _influence--a whole extant from the first in 
those subjects and their activities, as the several 
parts of the whole. "31 
This is the substance of the famous organic view of the 
Church as held by Catholics. It is more or less peculiar 
to the Catholic faith. It has doubtless been a tremend-
ous unifying influence for those of the Catholic faith 
the world over for many centuries. 
Fourthly; man has a -dual nature. He has desires, 
29. HUgel, EA, 1i, 246ff. 
30. Ibid, 246. 
31. Ibid. 
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needs, duties and satisfactions which have to do with 
this world, the visible world, as well as with the in-
visible world. Catholicism provides for an interrelation 
and harmony between the two realms. Fifthly, Catholicism 
recognizes a duality which exists between suffering and 
renunciation, and possession and joy •. According to H&gel, 
Christianity has but t wo notes-suffering and joy; a. Geth-
eema.ne and a resurreotion; renunciation a.~d victory. "These 
are harmonized and integrated within the great spiritual 
Whole. 
Sixthly, this unity is not a resulting or superadded 
quality, but it permeates the parts giving them special 
.significance. The pope represent-a· the un1 ty and the priests 
and bishops represent the parte of this great spiritual 
whole, the Church. 
Finally, religion "affirms real contacts with a 
Reality which both occasions and transcends--which exists 
independently of-all these contacts." 32 This sense of 
the Other is characteristic of the Ca~holic faith and 
more -essential to the proper understanding of . it than the 
preceeding contributions. 
Thus the Baron stu,tmarizea the contributions or Cathol-
icism to religious thought and life. No one could be 
better fitted to perform this function than he for he 
lived eo close to the thought and life of the Church 
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that 1t had vital significance for him. He defended the 
Church against ita assailants. Yet he had the prophetic 
epiri t in him and guid.ed the adjustment of the Church 
to the modern. ac1ent1 fie temper and the liberal spirit 
of the age. He was neither conservative nor radical but 
was able and willing to apprec·ia.te the progressive 
elements of liberalism together with the fine qualities 
of the traditional faith. In this re.spect the Catholic 
Chur~h owes much to Baron Friedrich von HU.gel. 
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CHAPTER III 
GOD ~ND _ HIS ·RELATION TO ~ MAN 
That von Hngel was an ardent believer in God is an 
accepted fact to the student of his writings. He was so 
certain that God existed that it was an assumed fact for 
him. He rarely let his mind question it. So it is not eo 
much the spe·culative question as to whether God exists 
or not, but rather, the far more practical one, what is 
he like, that occupied the Baron's thought. Hence we sha11 
consider only briefly the epeeulative issue involved in 
the belief in God, then pass on to the more important 
problem regarding the nature of God. 
A. Grounds for Belief in God. 
In the rose, in the rugged mountain beauty, in the 
billowy rolling of the dashing waves, in the twinkling 
lampe of the heavens, in the fierceness of the storm, 
and finally in the exquisite beauty and freshness of the 
new-born babe, we find the signature of God, intelligent 
Creator, Sustainer and Lover of all that He creates. 
Thus does nature reveal God. But nature, like science 
and art, yl.elds not "a God who is given but one who is 
glimpsed. 11 1 Aside from the real! ty of the external world, 
von Hngel attribvtee a certain reality to the dimension 
of time which suggests and demands Eternity to complete 
1. Cock, SR, 203. 
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its meaning. But the mere c.oncept of Eternity is mean-
ingless unless we have the accompanying concept of some-
thing that persists through the present and maintains 
its identity throughout eternal duration. 
Aristotle distinguished three different kinds of 
souls: the vegetable or nutritive soul, the animal or 
sensitive (also conative and locomotive!) soul, and the 
human or rational soul, the last including and unifying 
the two inferior souls and their functions. Von H&gel 
made a very similar classification of the human functions. 
He mentions the vegetative, physical, psychical, mental 
and spiritual. The first two would correspond with those 
of Aristotle, and the last three are all included in 
what Aristotle means by the rational soul. According to 
Aristotle this rational soul is compo~ed of two types 
of reason: the active reason and the passive reason. The 
l9.tter furnishes the material of existence while the 
former is the form and cause of existence. But this 
active reason in man is not the cause of its own exist-
ence. Rather 1t is dependent upon the Perfect Being or 
the'Unmoved Mover: Whether or not von H~el is dependent 
upon Aristotle for his view at this point we cannot say, 
at least the similarity is evident, for he finds evidence 
of Objective Reality in these same human functions. These 
functions receive stimulations from objective realities, 
according to H&ge1, 2 that are not unlike these human 
2. H~gel, EA, ii, 143. 
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functions and they operate ss parts of the Whole, just 
as these human functions operate as a part of the whole 
man. However, there does not seem to be much merit in 
this argument. That our human functions have an objective 
counterpart in the plan of the universe is doubtful. The 
argument would be far more convincing if he would say 
that the elements in human personality point toward aim-
ilar elements in Cosmic Personality. Thts would more 
closely approximate the line of reasoning used by Aris-
totle. 
The Baron recognized an inner urge in the human 
soul toward the Other which demands spiritual communion. 
This inner longing is really what Schleiermacher meant 
by the "feeling of absolute dependence.u It is also 
fairly certain that the Baron would be in agreement with 
Troeltech 1n his doctrine of the religious a priori. Of 
the two, however, he would more closely approximate the 
position held by Schleiermacher. Nowhere does he specifi-
cally state that it is an inherent principle or capacity 
grounded in human reason itself, which is the position 
of Troeltech. 
s 
Again, the idea of moral perfection implieft a be-
coming like God. Thus, 1n man's capacity for moral growth 
he found a final ground for belief 1n God. In Jesus' 
words, "Ye therefore shall be perfect, as your Heavenly 
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Father is perfect, n:3 he found verification for hie 
belief. 
B. Hllgel'e Conception of God. 
Now we come to the more practical question as to 
the nature of God. "God is not an idea. He is a fact. ~.4 
It is this certainty that chara.e·terizee von H~el 'e re-
ligious thought throughout. Religion'.·is more than a mere 
subjectivism. God cannot be char.acterized as a figment 
of the imagination. God is given. 
"The deepest aspirations and implications, the most 
comprehensive and permanently fruitful experiences 
of religious souls all, in the last instance, re-
quire or indicate not Comingnees but Givenness--the 
Realised Ideal."5 · 
In this reference we see hie basis for grounding belief 
1n the Given in human experience. But he does:..·not stop 
with this. 
''There runs here thoughout everything the sense 
that Religion, even more than all other c~nvictions 
that claim correspondence with the real, begins 
and proceeds · and ends with the Gi ve.n-wi th exist-
ences, realities, which environ and penetrate us, 
and which we have always anew to capture and to 
combine, to fathom and to apprehen~; all this, how-
ever, neither as springing from scepticism nor as 
leading to it, but, on the contrary, as stimulated 
and sustained by a tenacious conviction that a real, 
if dim, ••confused" knowledge of reality is with us 
already prior to all our attempts clearly to analyse 
or completely to synthesise it."6 
In other words, we are surrounded with realities which 
are present even though we have no knowledge of them, or 
before we experience them. But still he goes one step 
3. Matthew 5:48. 
4. Greene, LHN, xv1i1. 
5. H\igel, EA, ii, 199. 
6. H&gel, EA, i, x11i. 
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further. 
"Here again, both the supernatural . religloua:--appre-
hension and feeling thus aroused, and the super-
natural, superhuman events and existences which a~ 
rouse them, are given; and the two givennesses each 
require the other, if there is to be, here, the pos-
sibility of an act or habit of religious faith, now 
of the supernatural kind. "7 
Thus he includes in the Given not only the external and 
s upernatural realities which environ us, but also the 
experiences of these supernatural eealities. Then he 
continues to show how these given realities and our 
experiences of them combine in the Givenness of the 
Ultimate Object or God. 
"And then the greater G1vennesses are found in those 
fast Intelligible Orders, which persistently show 
themselves anew, wheresoever human experience is 
sufficiently pressed, and which so ent~anced the 
great minds of a Kant and of a Fichte. In all these 
cases we have an absorption of the Subject tn the 
Object, and a response-:-an assuredly gradual, ·ever 
only partial, yet a very real, self-revelation--of 
the Object to the Subject. In the cases of these 
Intelligible Orders we have already som~thing more 
or l ese religi ous. Indeed the sense of Givenness, 
of Prevenience, of a Grace, of something transcend-
ent having in part become Immanent to our human 
world as a Fact within this factual world, and of 
this Fact as alone rendering even possible that 
sense of Givenness--all .these experiences are al-
ready present in the apprehension and affirmat i on 
of those Intelligible Orders as truly extant. "8 
Thus the givennese of God has two sides, God's own 
reality and our awareness of it. But our awareness is 
not limi ted to intuition or a special mystical sense. 
Rather it comes over the normal faculties of knowledge 
7. H~gel, EA, i, xiv. 
8. Ibid, 56f. 
properly trained and directed, together with the assist-
ance of the Divine Grace. In summing up this discussion 
of the givenness of God, 
''God is given, not by the forms of perception, not 
by the categories of the Understanding, nor by the 
regulative Ideas of Reason, but given in the very 
texture of things-in-themselves, given in the very 
fact of that realm of supernature whose existence 
Kant was compelled to affirm but whose character 
he wae afraid to describe; given in the imposition 
upon the sensible of the significance which is al-
ways spiritual; given in our perception that the 
immanent can satisfy us only if it be transcend-
ent, guaranteed by an absolute character immune from 
the transitory and the contingent."9 
Thus the givennees of God is not rudely forced 
upon us. Nor are we obliged. to find God against our 
will. We can make a willful choice not to see the evidence 
_of His Presence; We can close our eyes, our ears and our 
reason to Hie bidding for our attention. It is also true 
that those who seek Him find Him in different ways. He 
1 s the "immanent, transcendent source of all reality and 
nlO I t d t d h h all knowledge. n trying o un era an t is t e mind 
races d1 ff1cult1es. But Professor Cock has devised an 
imaginative and picturesque expression of this truth. 
So let us consider the picture that he draws for us • 
. nsuppoee the subject to be himself located upon 
the inner surface of a hollow and transparent sphere 
and to find that the act or attention reveals to 
him illuminated tracts upon that sphere. Will he 
not presently be drawn to seek the ultimate source 
of that illumination? Will not the Light so shine 
as presently to attract him · in such a way that he 
diverts his searchlight (of attention} from the 
limited and f:tnite tracts upon the hollow transpar-
ent sphere to the cirgumambient and unbound Source 
·9. Cock, SR, 201. 
10. Dakin, HS, 172f. 
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of the diffused radiation? Will he not find indeed 
that the hollow sphere owes all its illumination, 
all its transparency, and he all -his powers of re-
ceiving that illumination to a Source other than 
itself, a eircumambient Light he cannot limit or 
define but in Whose light he sees light, and see-
ing must adore? That Light indeed is the source 
of life. Now indeed is the immanental illumination 
diffused throughout man's little sphere seen to 
derive from an utterly Otner Source of transcendent-
al Light. ''11 
This is only a picture by which Professor Cock 
wishes to make more manifest the necessary and insepar-
able relation of our li vee to that of the Divine. Again, 
the figure aptly shows the process for the normal devel-
opment of the religious consciousness. 'I'he figure also 
illustr~.tes the process and nature of revelation. However, 
it is only a figure and consequently is subject to the 
limitations of all symbolism. It ie .merely suggestive 
and may help a little in understanding the meaning of 
one of von H~gel • s most profound ideas. 
The personality of God is more than that of another 
separate, finite person. If the believer would know Him 
he must become 
"aware of Him as perfect ultimate Reality Who, as 
the fullriess of beauty, goodness, power, truth, and 
betng, is alone worthy of unreserved adoration; on 
Whom he and nature in every way depend; Who perm .. 
eatee a.ll things and knows every thought so that it 
is fUndamentally unnatural and dismal even to imagine 
being outside that Adorable Preaence."12 
In concluding this section we might say with H~gelt3 
God is a rich Reality commanding our fullest admiration 
11. Cock, SR~ 207. 
12. Dakin, HS, 176f. 
13 .. H&gel, -EA, ii, 218f. 
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and devotion. He is the Author of and is variously re-
flected in all nature and all supernature. God is a 
perfectly free Being. He is the supreme Good, the end 
of all our seeking. He is not altogether unlike man, 
though he is also other than man. Men need God much more 
than God needs men, and differently too. He created us 
and loved us long before we were conscious of any long-
ing or love for Him. 
The problem of suffering occupied _the mind of von 
H&gel to a considerable extent. So let us briefly con-
sider his thought upon the subject. 
c. God and Suffering. 
Is God a suffer er? This is a ,uestion to which von 
H~el answered, 
"In God. there is no Suffering and no Sin; and in 
Jesus Christ, \'fho was and is in a unique closeness, 
in ~unique kind of union with God, Joy and Sanctity 
shine out in a unique fashion and degree •. "l4 
He approaches the problem by studying the history of 
thought regarding it. The Greek current of thought was 
stoutly against the conception of God as a sufferer. 
The Jewish current of thought conceived of Yahweh as 
being passionate, fierce and j-ealous but not suffering. 
The moral distinctions of the Prophets largely eradicated 
these anthropomorphic tendencies in ~once1ving of Yahweh. 
But, according to the Church Fathers, God is intensely 
personal and is an intense sufferer. 
14. Hngel, EA, ii, 192. 
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Those who demand that suffering belongs t o the 
nature of God say that if God is really to have sym-
pathy with us He must share our suffering. If He has 
a real personal i ty then. He also possesses a system or 
emotions and feelings. Real personality is an achieve-
ment, acquired through suffering as much as through joy. 
But von H&gel does not feel that there is much validity 
to their arguments. Rather he thinks· that the object-
ions to the presence of suffe rings· in the nature of God 
are more grave than those in favor of the position just 
' 
given. He says t hat suffering is intrinsically evil15, 
and therefore contrary to the nature of God. But is all 
suffering intrinsically evil? Suppose we consider a 
normal, happy fami ly. A boy grows up and is finally 
ready to step out for himself into an ever expanding 
and larger l ife . Frequently the loving parents suffer 
intensely before they can adjust themselves to the new 
situation. Wherein is the evil in such a case? Naturally 
the former family circle is now broken, but how is this 
an evil? Then there are certain types of vicarious suffer-
ing which are not necessarily evil. He is right within 
limite, but 1t seems that he is dangerously bordering 
on dogmatism. 
Von H&gel admits that 
" it is true that man thirsts, not only for sym-
pathising Joy, for & Divine iympathiser, but also 
fo r a direct Fellow-Sufferer, for one who suffe rs 
as you and I. The thirst~ finds full satisfaction 
in the life, espee·ially in the Sufferings of Jesus." 16 
15. Hilgel, EA, 11, 199ff. 
16. Ibid, 195. 
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He feels that equivalent to this desire to think of 
God as being in our Likeness is the conviction of the 
Otherness of God which is essential to complete the 
meaning of religion. 
He believes that religion requires the transcend-
ence of God in a form _and degree which excludes suffer-
ing from Hia nature. But in so stating his case it seems 
that he neglects the immanent aspect of God's nature 
which makes Him a sharer and partaker with us in our 
spiritual experiences as well as a. physical experience. 
Jesus, in the parable of the '''Lost Sons," portrays God 
as a loving Father who rejoices upon the return of the 
Prodigal. If He had the capacity of rejoicing, surely 
he must have been able to grieve and suffer when the 
son was lost. Again, Jesus pointed out that there would 
be rejoicing in Heaven over one sinner that repented. If 
there is the possibility of the one emotion, then could 
there not be a like possibility of its opposite emotion, 
or state of consciousness. Jesus' whole ministry, life 
and death is an undeniable testimony of the fact that 
the Cross is at the center of the love of God. 
''The problem of whether God suffers or not the 
Baron considered highly important. Significant 
theoretically in leading to either a finite or an 
infinite deity, it 1~ also closely connected with 
conceptions of divine personality, liberty, tran-
scendence, and immanence. If it 1e true·· that we 
want in God a companion and friend not too unlike 
ourselves to share our daily life, it 1s also 
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cert~dn that we need in Him a parent possessing 
an authority and eharacter essentially superior to 
our -childish whims and capable of communicating to 
us a higher type or reality than can be transmitted 
by any companion who is merely an aggrandisement 
of one of our own finite parents _ a sympathy as 
soothing as that of their playmates and also-that 
which their playmates have not yet acquired--a 
freedom from childish woes, in the presence of 
which those trials evaporate, eo, von Htlgel felt, 
we need 1n God not only a suffering companion but 
even more a serene, sympathetic parent. _To be ul-
timately satisfactory, the parent must be, unlike 
a human one, absolutely perfect, supremely real, 
God Himself."l7 · 
J. K. Mozley- in -, his • admirable ' book18 surveys for us 
the development of the conception of the "impassibility 
of God." He points out that the older theologians were 
generally agreed in denying the paeeibility of God be-
cause they wanted to avoid anthropomorphism, hence they 
emphasized the divine transcendence. They felt that 
suffering implied weakness and mutability, both of which 
are anthropo~orph1c characteristics and could not be pres-
ent in a Perfect and Absolute Being. Von HUgel would have 
to be classed with these older theologians tor hie view 
which we have been expounding is very similar_ to theirs. 
But Mozley goes on to show that God must have something 
akin to the emotional life o-f man to make possible love 
and sympathy. Probably the quality of self-sacrifice is 
valued more highly than any other in the New Testament. 
Paul makes burden-bearing one of the chief Christian vir-
tues. Thus Mozley concludes that capacity for eacrifical 
suffering must be aseribed to God. 
17. Dakin, HS, 207f. 
18~ Mozley, J.K. The Impassibility of God. 
- New York: Tire McMillan Company, 1926. 
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So much has been said regarding the relation of 
suffering to God, we might well ask, how is man .. t o r e-
late himself to suffering? How is he to regard it, meet 
i t, prevent it ortra.nscend it? "Von H~el'a prescription 
for meeting suffering is that of calmly, consciously ac-
cepting it- just as one best greets any Thing-and utili z-
ing it for the purification and strengthening of the soul.u19 
Thus it is to be regarded as chiefly disciplinary, spirit-
ually refreshing and vitalizing. 
D. Pathways to Religious Certainty. 
Other than the certainty of reason and that of tra-
ditional and institutional religion, there are three 
sources which might be mentioned as methods of becoming 
acquainted with God and an ever-renewing fellowship with 
Him. 
1. Revelation. 
The Baron's theory of the givenness of God is closely 
connected with his view of revelation. This is born out 
in the following s t atement. 
"As to Revelation, 1t is remarkable that men's 
latter-day pre-oc·cupation with the apparent imper-
fections in the content of the various religions 
has frequently blinded them to the excellence of 
the fQ!ffi, the vehicle of all Religion. For the char-
acteristic form of all Religion is Revelation; and 
t he various activities and achievements of human 
life, wheresoever these ar~ sufficiently deep to 
awaken and to hold the entire man and to lead him 
to some certitude, all possess, in various degrees 
and ways, something revelational about them."20 
19. Dakin, HS, 219. 
20. HUgel, EA, i, 55f. 
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Here he suggests that all human experiences have some-
thing "revelational about them," but he cont1:nues to 
say that "it is only the specifically religious exper-
ience which gives us Revelation at its fullest, not only 
as to Revelation's content but also as to Revelation's 
form. For Religion alone brings the vivid revelation of 
Spirit other than the human. 1• 21 
Von HUgel says that the third point of agreement 
between catholics and Protestants "is the keen sense of 
the Historical, c·oncrete, contingent, unique Character 
of the Jewish-Christian Revelation." 22 This shows the 
importance that he attributed to the revelational char-
acter of religion, both past and present. 
The Baron thought of revelation as a method or a 
process by which he became acquainted with God's char-
acter and will. By revelation he saw God's Goodness 
and Love disclosed in nature and in the fineness of 
man's moral and spiritual capacity and development. The 
Baron &leo believed in divinely inspired ideas. But 
above all else he held that Christ "is Himself the full 
.23 
revelation." 
2. Prayer. 
A vital prayer life is based on a real, mean~ng­
:t'ul conception of God. God must be .a Reality in one's 
thinking else prayer is vacuous. One does not pray to 
21. HUgel, EA, 1, 57. 
22. Ibid, 247. 
23. HUgel, EA, 1i, 164. 
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a vague abstraction and expect anything -to come of the 
prayer. Such would be merely empty words. The conception 
of a personal, loving Father-God, which Jesus taught, 
vitalizes the whole process of prayer and renders it 
necessary to spiritual growth. 
Decisive preparation for prayer lies not in the 
prayer itself, its studied expressions, but in the life 
prior to the prayer~ The attitude of mind and the acts 
of the will may seriously impede or facilitate the effec-
tiveness of the prayer life, depending upon their moral 
and spiritual quality. One must recognize that there is 
a ceaseless and undeniable interaction between the body 
and the soul. 
Von HUgel pointe out that there 1e an undeniable 
difference between the spiritual range and depth of what 
the soul chooses and what God would have it become. We 
are finite and make many blunders in apprehending His 
Will for us. He also suggests that a right attitude 
toward the sex instinct, and as to what is, for the 
Cl'lristian, the sin of sins is neaeesary. He recognizee 
that the sex instinct is native and must be accepted but 
controlled. But the central sin for the Christian is 
pride and an attitude of self-sufficiency. These are ex-
tremely detrimental and destructive to the spiritual 
life. However, purity and humility are both essential 
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and should be the object of earnest prayer to build them 
into the very fibre of the moral and spiritual being. 
Another essential to the prayer l ife is a right 
attitude toward temptation and sin. Temptation is a 
necessary resultant of our imperfect moral and spiritual 
nature, but not sin. \"'le are given a. reason and a will to 
employ in directing our lives down the gauntlet of temp-
tation. With this distinction well in mind many of the 
hazards to an effective prayer life may be avoided. 
3. The mystical experience. 
The Baron considered this as one of the most vital 
ways to religious certainty. He was essentially a mystic 
by nature and was tremendously interested in this field 
or religious perception. We shall barely mention it in 
this chapter as one of the ways of approaching God and 
acquiring a certainty of His Presence. Our next chapter 
will be solely concerned with this type of religious 
life. So this will serve a s a transition to the next 
chapter. 
To understand what the Baron means by a mystical 
experience let us look at his procedure in taking the 
sacrament. 
11 I go up as though I was all bent down, drawn down; 
I am drawn down as though I was about to enter a 
tunnel; I am all crouched down to receive the bless-
ed sacrament; and afterwards I feel exr.anded-I 
breathe. deeply 1n a great deliverance. 24 
24. Greene, TW, 127. 
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~he sense of awe and adoration eo overcome him that a 
contrasting apprehension of his own humility and un-
worthiness compels him to kneel in reverence. Then he 
partakes of the sacrament. Immediately he feels as if 
he were caught up into the bosom of the Eternal. The 
sense of hie unworthiness leaves him and he exalts in 
hie new-found strength and vision. Hence he receives 
the feeling of "a great deliverance ... It is truly a 
mystical experience of a typical . character. 
With this we complete . our discussion of God and 
Hie relation to man. Let ue now turn to a discussion 
of von HUgel's conception of mysticism. 
CHAPTER IV 
MYSTICISM 
"Rapt into still communion that transcends 
The imperfect offices of prayer and praise, 
His mind was a thanksgiving to the power 
That made him; it was blessedness and love:.u 1 
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If we define mysticism broadly enough then it may 
be said that all men possess mystical elements in a 
greater or lesser degree. But in so defining the term, 
it would be made meaningless and vague. There are num-
erous types and degrees of mysticism as well as path-
ological states that resemble mysticism. So out of all 
these varying types confusion inevitably arises as to 
what. one means by the term, mysticism. Let us then see 
how the Baron would define· the term and express its 
nature. 
A. The Nature of Mysticism. 
von H\igel was not concerned with the varying types 
of mysticism that were not essentially Christian in meth-
od and content. For him mysticism was an "experience 
(more or lees clear and vivid) of God as distinct, self-
2 
conscious, personal Spirit." The mystic is frequently 
characterized by unusual exhibitions of psycho-physical 
characteristics, such as visions, locutions, raptures, 
and trances. This distinguishes him from the normal 
1. Wordsworth, ''The Excursion," I. 
2. H~gel, MER, i, xii. 
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religious genius, such as St.- Augustine and Gregory the 
Great, who through deep absorption of the mind in prayer 
lost their consciousness of the external world and even 
of the mind's. own operations. 
However, we must not identify von Hngel with the 
extreme mystics. He wishes to sustain the subject-Object 
relation in religion. But the mystic seeks to obliterate 
any distinction between the subject and Object, and to be 
completely absorbed and rapt in the Eternal. He brings 
out the chief difference between himself and the extreme 
mystic in the following statement. 
1
' At bottom, the d1 fference, between the Mystic as 
such and the religionist of a more historical or 
sacramental type, lies as much in the interesting 
non-recognition of the meditations always actually 
at work also in the Mystic, _yet always thus ignored 
or m1nim1-_ed by him, a s in "-. the - ~ actual preponderance, 
in this same Mystic, of any dire·ctly intuitive ele-
ment. 
"Again it is very certain that Pure Mysticism 
and Pantheism are one; and that they both, by their 
similar excesses, end by levelling all things down, 
not up. If any moment, any state, any thing is as 
good as another, is all engulfed in, is the complete 
vehicle of, Eternity--then good and evil, true and 
false, God and World, God and Man, spirit and sense, 
coalesce."3 
Von H&gel's mystical experience might be claese• as of 
the illuminative type. By this we mean that the subject-
Object relationship is sustained, and the subject is 
enlightened, inspired and uplifted by fellowship with 
the Ob .,eot. He warmed his mi nd and heart at the mystical 
3~ Hfigel, EA , i, 13lf. 
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fires of the Eternal rather than being absorbed into 
the fires in a period of ecstatic bliss. This latter 
case would belong to the unitive type. In this the 
subject-Object relation is obliterated and the two be-
come as one. This is the extreme form which the Baron 
classed as pure Pantheism. 
This Christian mysticism of von Hngel's must not be 
identified with the mysticism expressed by Professor 
Cock as he distinguished it from religion. he says: 
1 
"Religion is the act of attention directed towards 
God, but mysticism is the act bursting the bounds 
of act and ~come absorption, attention aeasing to 
be self-directed and particularized and become at-
traction towards that Ultimate Object Who is also 
Ultimate Subject of all Experience."4 
In sharp contrast to this the Baron claims that the 
'active reason' of Aristotle is 
"the most satisfactory and scientific, description 
and explanation of that great stream of experience 
and conception which runs throughout all the fuller 
and saner Christian Mysticism--the experience and 
conception of 'Action' -the full Functioning of the 
Spi~it and Personality, in which all its. Potentiality 
ie actual1sed, and where the very ful ness, richness,. 
and harmony of the Action produces an.: overflowing 
joy and peace, an equilibrium of the profoundest, 
purest Energising."5 
Thus in Christian Mysticism the -conscious identity of 
the· subject is not lost as in the extreme mysticism but 
is rather confirmed and strengthened. The spirit is il-
lumined and brought into a full realization and function-
ing of its capacities and powers. 
4. Cock, SR, 212. 
5. HUgel, EA, 11, 51. 
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Now let us turn to a brief survey of the study 
which the Baron made of mysticism as represented in St. 
Catherine of Genoa. 
B. The Mysticism of St. Catherine. 
Von R~gel made three basic assumptions for his 
study. He was willing to accept facts that he could 
not explain if the evidence seemed to him to be auf-
ficient, but he refused to believe that God was the 
direct cause of these facts just. because he was unable 
to explain them. Also he assumed that the body and mind 
influence each other and that extraordinar~ psycho-
physical states are to be expected of unusual people. 
Finally, he believed that "consciousness involves ir-
repressible metaphysical affirmations of trans-subjective 
realities."0 
He ueed what we might call the genetic method in 
dealing with mystical experiences. He believed the ear-
liest .origins of an experience were more explanatory than 
the final development because of their relative simplic-
·ity. Thus a historical study would reveal the nature of 
the process much better, but he did not neglect the va-
lidity of the final causes. 
St. Catherine was born in Genoa in 1447. The Baron 
describes her as follows: 
"The beautiful,. tall figure; the noble, oval face 
with its lofty brow, finely-formed nose, and power-
ful, indeed obstinate chin; the winning countenance 
6. Dakin, HS, 126. 
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with its ·delicate complexion and curling, sensi-
tive, spiritual mouth-line; deep grey-blue spir-
itual eyes; the long, tape~i~g fingers; the mas-
sive dark brown or black ~air; still more the 
quickly and intensely impressionable, nervous 
and extremely tense and active physical and psy-
chical organization; and then the very affection-
at·e, · ardent, aspiring, impatient and absolute 
qualities and habits of her mind and heart and 
will."? 
She planned to enter a convent as had one of her 
sisters, but her hopes were frustrated by an unfortunate, 
political marriage with the rich young Giuliano Adorno 
who was ill-controlled and unworthy of his fresh, young 
wife. She struggled through five .- years of marl tal misery. 
Then one day in 1473 her melancholy was dispersed. She 
was in deep prayer when 
"her heart was pierced by so sudden and immense a 
love of God, accompanied by so penetrating a sight 
of her miseries and sins and of His goodness, that 
she was near falling to the ground. And in a trans-
port of pure and all-puri~ying love, she was drawn 
away from the miseries of the world; and, as it- were 
beside herself, she kept crying out within herself: 
'No more world; no more sin$!'. And at that moment 
she felt that, had she had in her possession a 
thousand _worlds, she would have cast them all away."8 
She determined to renounce herself and devote herself 
to God and to loving Him and serving Him through others, 
feeling that this was the only way ahe could find happi-
ne_ss. 
Soon after her conversion, still under the 1nflu-
ence of the ecstati c experience, 
''Our Lord, desiring to enkindle still more pro-
foundly His love in this soul, appeared to her in 
spirit with His Crose upon His shoulder dripping 
7. HUgel, MER, i, 97f. 
8. Ibid, 105. 
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with blood, so that the whole house seemed to be 
all , full of rivulets of that Blood,. which ahe saw 
to have been all shed because of love alone. And 
#illed with disgust at herself, she exclaimed: 'O 
Love, if' it be necessary, I am ready to confess 
my sine in public. '••g 
According to von HUgel, this was really he r only spirit-
ual vision. Those of a later period were products of de-
lirium which any extremely ill person might experience 
under similar circumstances. 
"And again, this is the one only picture of any, ·1 
even of a voluntary, meditational kind, concern-
ing the Passion, to be found throughout her life; 
all her other contemplations and impressions of 
whatever kind are of other subjects. ''10 
Four years after her conversion she and her hue-
band moved into the neighborhood ·of a hospital in Genoa, 
where, sworn to perpetual continence, they spent much 
time in ministering to the sick. During Lent she sub-
jected herself to a fast in which she partook of practi~ 
cally no food. During this period she had many ecstatic 
experiences. 
"If on one of the many occasions when she had hid-
den herself away in some secret spot, abe was ever 
discovered by anyone, they would find her walking 
up and down, and seeming as though she would wish 
to do eo without end; or they would come upon her 
with her face in her hands, prostrate on the ground, 
entranced, and with feelings beyond description or 
conception. 'These ecstasies would almost always 
last three or · rour hours; and 1r, on coming to her-
self, she spoke of the wonders she had seen, there 
was no one to understand her, and so she kept silence. ' 
'And if called during one of these trances, she would 
not hear, even though they did so loudly. ' •••••• And 
'on thus arising from those trances, she seemed to 
9. H&gel, MER, i, 108. 
10. Ibid, 109. 
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feel stronger both in body and in soul; as in the 
case of the fasting. 
"Even in the midst of her work absorptions would 
occur like unto these in all but their length of 
duration: 'At times her hands would sink, unable 
to go on, and weeping she would say, ·• 0 my Love, I 
can no more"; and would thus sit for a while with 
her senses alienated, as though she had been dead. ' "ll 
In 1479 Catherine and her husband moved into the 
hoe pi tal where she spent the rest of her life, serving 
and caring d·evotedly for the sick and dying. She was 
made matron of the institution from 1490-5. She was both 
nurse and matron during this period when a servere pes-
tilenee broke out in the city. She caught it herself 
and nearly died from it. So broken in heal~h she was 
forced to resign her matronship in 1495. Two years later 
her husband died. During her ensuing illness and poor 
health she had more time to discourse on religious mat-
ters, particularly the love of God. She died in 1510. 
The mystical experience, according to von Hngel, 
is not to be judged by the psycho-physical character 
primarily, but the physical, mental, moral, and spirit-
ual value of the experience to the mystic himself or 
herself at the time and continuing throughout hie or 
. 12 her life, as well ae its value to civilization. 
'
1 The application of this teet will doubtless 
brand some mystics as fantastic or insane,. and 
others as immoral in the sense that they wasted 
their lives to no personal or social good. Never-
theless the Baron warns those who are naturally 
disposed to condemn people whom they cannot under-
stand, that the pertinent -question about any life 
11. HUgel, MER, i, 139f. 
12. H&gel, MER, ii, 16lf. 
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is not whether it is p~ysically healthy or of im-
mediate political, economic, utilitarian value, 
but whether it is worth its cost, if it must be 
paid. for by such strange and untimely 'general 
incapacitation' as appears, for example, in the 
careers of Sister Lukardis and Father Hecker. "13 
To the question whether or not more value would 
have been gained if they had expended the same energies 
used up in these psycho-physical states in other paths 
of service and consecration, von HUgel replies, 
"Does not this type of apprehension •••• stand out-
in their central, creative periods--as the one 
thoroughly appropriate means and form of their true 
self-development and self-expression, and of such 
an apprehension and showing forth of spiritual truth 
as to them--to them and not to you and me--was pos-
sible?"l4 
Usually, myst.ics ,.obtain ,joy and vigour from t hei r . 
• ·. ... ,. -~. . • : .. . . -f. • - " " .. • ... f ., r" 
intense preoccupation with religious realities, and their 
accompanying ecstatic states are ordinarily both physical-
ly and spiritually strengthening. 
"And if, after •••• their productive period, some of 
these persons end by losing their psycho-physical 
health, it is far from unreasonable to suppose that 
the actual alternative to these ecstA-cies and their 
breakup, would, for them, have been a lifelong dreary 
languor and melancholy self-absorption, somewhat 
after the pattern of Catherine's last ten precon-
version years. Thus for her, and doubtless for most 
of the spiritually considerable ecstatics, life was, 
taken all in all, indefinitely happie.r, richer, and 
more fruitful in religious truth and holiness, ith 
the help of those ecstatic states, than it would 
have been if these states had been absent or could 
have been suppressed ... l5 
The Baron is wise here in recognizing that we cannot gen-
eralize too much. The personal factor varies with individuals 
13. Dakin, HS, 153. 
14. HUgel, MER, 11, 58. 
15. Ibid, 59. 
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and therefore, what may hold true as the best expression 
of one person .!s life may not for another. The average 
man could not possibly be a Father Hecker beeause he is 
constituted differently. 
The Baron recognized that 
"W1 thout the check of a concrete,. historical, in-
stitutional religion., mysticism, thirsting for un-
ity and desirous of escaping from itself into the 
snowy serenity of the impersonal, is only too likely 
to lose itself in pantheism or undifferentiated 
monism."l6 
This pantheistic tendency in mysticism must be a-
voided if possible in Christian mystici~m. It would leave 
no room for humility, contrition, or adoration which he 
considered essential to religion. To avoid the pantheistic 
interpretation the Baron would regard the mystic absorp-
tion as an enthusiastic awareness of the presence of God. 
However, he felt that such experience as looked solely 
to the greatest possible abstraction to the neglect of 
the temporal necessities and living, was valueless and 
even dangerous. 17 
The Baron concludes from his study of mysticism 
that the value of mysticism is manifested in its fruits. 
If the experience can render the life of the subject 
richer and more abundant as well aa bringing it. int.o 
contact with life's greatest spiritual realities, then 
16. Dakin, HS, 155. 
17. Htigel, MER, ii,. 170. 
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it is valuable and desirable. The moat valuable mysti-
cism does not lock up the power, beauty and value of 
the ecstatic experiences within the soul, but allows it 
to express itself in permeating the personal and soc i al 
life. 
c. Some Relations of Mysticism. 
Von Htlgel suggests that mysticism -is not an isolated 
experience but has relations to other experiences. 
1. Asceticism. 
Mystics of all ages have practiced asceticism as an 
aid to contemplation, peace and harmony with the Absolute. 
Non-mystics practice asceticism with the purpose of with-
drawing from the world and acquiring a.n aloofness from 
sin. Asceticism is a means of self-inflieted suffering. 
The mysties use it in this sense as a means of constantly 
reminding themselves of their own sinfulness, and there-
by they do penance for their unworthiness. Hence it is a 
sort of spiritual discipline. 
2. Social Religion. 
It is characteristic of the pantheistic types of 
mysticism that a l l attention is given to absorption 
with the Absolute. Little time nor attention is given 
to the demands of the external world or our fellowmen. 
The Baron is opposed to this type of mysticism. Mysticism, 
according to him, must enhance the true relation of the 
soul of the mystic to his fellows. "God is placed, not 
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alongside of creatures but behind them, as the light 
which shines through a crystal and lends it whatever 
lustre it may have. He is loved here, not apart from, 
but through and in them. '' 18 Social Christianity demands 
this double expression. Not only must the mystic attend 
to God, but he is under a Christian obligation to love 
and serve his fellows. While this is extremely true, yet, 
as he points out, 
"it is clear that the strong point of the mystics, 
as such, does not lie in the direction of the great 
social spirituality which finds God in our neighbor 
and in the great human organizations, through and 
in which, after all, man in great part becomes and 
is truly man. They are, as such, Individualistic; 
the relation between God and the individual soul 
here ever tends to appear as constituted by these 
two forces alone. A fresh proof, if one were still 
wanting, that Mystlciem is but one of the elements 
of Religion,--for Religion requires both the Social 
and the Individual, the Corporate and the Lonely 
movement and 11 fe. "19 
3. The Scientific Habit. 
Von Htlgel sees the difficulty, yet the absolute 
necessity of finding the true place and function or · 
science in the spiritual life. Science and religion are 
each autonomous in its own sphere, and each has something 
to contribute to the other. Religion is able to interpret, 
criticize, and give meaning and purpose to the world con-
etructed by science. On the other hand, he recognizee the 
need in religion for the Thing-element which can be sup-
plied by science. Thus there is an inevitable interrelated-
ness between these two great spheres. 
18. HUgel, MER, ii, 353. 
19. Ibid, 365f. 
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CHAPTER V 
ETERNAL LIFE 
Von Htlgel concerned himself with immortality only 
"in the sense of a heightened, or at least an equal, 
consciousness after death, as compared to that which ex-
isted before death." 1 The objection to immortality that 
belief in it is not universal and is of relatively late 
origin aroused the Baron to make a fairly exhaustive 
study of history to disprove this claim. Let us briefly 
regard hie findings. 
A. Historical Considerations. 
He divides the evidence which he finds into three 
groups: Oriental religions, Graeco-Roman, and Jewish-
Christian. 
Among some of the Oriental religions there is a 
more or less definite tendency to affirm eternal life. 
Others do not. The Buddhistic conception of Nirvana re-
gards life as sheer flux, though strictly interconnected. 
Hinduism and Zoroastrianism contain somewhat vague in-
timations· of immortality. But among the Egyptians we 
find a definite faith in immortality. The skill which 
they developed in embalming the human body after death 
to preserve it in perfect condition for the after life 
is an undeniable testimony of this faith. Some present-day 
1. HUgel, MER, ii, 182. 
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scholars maintain that the Hebrews derived their belief 
in immortality from this source. Together with these 
sources already mentioned , we find that certain of the 
Oriental Mystery Religions developed a fairly strong 
faith in immortality. 
In the Greek Period Plato and Aristotle stand out. 
Plato with his doctrine of i mmortal ideas also speaks 
of the immortality of t he soul, especially in connection 
with h1s stress on the soul's power of self-determination 
and on its intrinsic worth. In regard to Aristotle , we 
have already mentioned in a previous connection his dis-
tinction of the three types of souls, the vegetative, 
the animal, and finally, the human or rational. The 
rational soul included and unified the two inferior souls, 
together with their functions. Upon death the two inferior 
souls were lost. Also the rational soul was so closely 
bound up with the body that it could have no separate 
existence and thus perished with the body. While this 
prevented belief in personal immortality, yet Aristotle 
distinguished an active and a passive reason within the 
rational soul. He denies immortality to the latter but 
explicitly ascribes tt to the former. He says, 
"With regard to reason and the faculty of thought, 
we have as yet no conclusive evidence. But r eason 
would seem to be a different )ype of soul from all 
others, and it alone ean exist in a state of separ-
ation from the body, as the eternal from the perish-
able. This creative rea.son is not intermittent in 
its thinking; but it is only when separated from the 
body that it becomes its true self; and this it is 
that alone is immortal a.nd eternal."2 
2. Aristotle, De Anima, 413b; 43oa. 
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Therefore, Aristotle's conception of immortality was 
impersonal. 
In the .Israelit1sh religion there is no~ conception 
of immortality among the earlier prophets, other than 
a possible national immortality. The idea of eternal 
life for the individual came comparatively late in the 
prophetic movement. Ezekiel suggests immortality in his 
vision of the "valley of dry bones." Job is on the verge 
of asserting personal immortal! ty, but refrains. So 
Daniel and the Apocalypse in Isaiah (24-27} are t he only 
chief assertions of it in the Old Testament. Then, in 
the Christian era, the teaching of Jesus and Paul re-
garding immortality was very definitely in favor, and re-
ceived doctrinal formulation by •the · early Church Fathers. 
Thus it is throughout the history of the Christian Church 
that we have endless .. , testimony of belief in immortal! ty. 
B. Difficulties and Objections. 
Aside from the objection regarding the non-univer-
sality and the historical tardiness of the belief, there 
are other objections. From our foregoing discussion we 
learned that interest in the idea of personal immortality 
took root in the minds of t):'l.e world's thinkers during 
the period following the fifth century B.C. The Baron 
pointed out that because a belief was not universally 
held its veracity was not in the least impaired. Only a 
mj.nori ty held the belief' in the 1111c1 tness of slavery 
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but that did not indicate that the belief was wrong 
and slavery was right. 3 
A second objection to the belief in immortality 
is the unsatisfactory character of some of the earlier 
manifestations of the belief. Numerous fancies, child-
ish in character, were created regarding the nature of 
the eternal life. This belief has often been used as a 
rationalization for inactivity and thoughtless living 
in this life. The "golden age" will come, they say, so 
why worry here. Such unworthy and childish thoughts 
and excesses of the early experiences were readily for-
given by von Hfigel for he found lurking in them 
"what, even now, are our most solid reasons for 
belief in Immortality: for if man's mind and soul 
can thus keenly suffer from the sense of the con-
tingency and mutability of _all things directly ob-
served by it without and _yvfthin, it must itself be , 
at least in part or potentially, outside of this 
flux which it so vividly apprehends as not Perman-
ence, !!..Q.!:. Rest, not true Life. "4 --
The Baron mentions two philosophical difficulties 
which arise in connection with belief in eternal life. 
First, the rational element, or the soul, is so depend-
ent upon the physical senses for its awakening and im-
pressions in the present existence that it is hard t o 
conceive of a separation between these psycho-physical 
elements in a future life. The Baron answer s that, 
"The soul's life after bodily death is not a matter 
of experience or of logical demonstration, but a 
postulate of faith and a conse quence from our real-
ization of the human spirit's worth; and hence is 
as little capable of being satisfactorily pictured, · 
as are all the other great spiritual realities which 
3. HUgel, MER, i1, 182-191. 
4. Ibid, 193. 
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can nevertheless be shown to .be presupposed and 
implicitly affirmed by every act of faith in the 
final truth and abiding importance of anything 
whatsoever." 5 .. · 
Second, -man's littleness contrasted with the im-
meneity of the universe makes it difficult to think of 
man'ssoul possessing immortality, unless it is in con-
nection with the Whole. But this is the product of an 
uninstructed imagination. Mind and Matter are distinct 
from each other and cannot be so freely contrasted. 
-Mind is superior to, · and exercises- control over, Matter. 
Finally, there is a practical difficulty pertain-
ing to man's arrogance. The objection holds that belief 
in immortality is a cowardly way to face the fact of 
life. It is claimed that it takes arugged individual to 
deny eternal life and live happily, undaunted by the fact 
of death. But 
"only in eo far as Immortality were not a postulate 
intr1ns1cally connected .with belief in objective 
and obligatory Beauty, Truth, and Goodness, --in 
God as our origin and end,--could its persistent 
and deliberate denial not be injurious to these 
fundamental convictions and to the ultimate health 
of the sout•s 11fe."6 
C. Conclusions. 
The Baron sees a certain amount of support for be-
lief in immortality from science. The Darwinian theory 
of evolution is a descript ion of a uni,ersal movement 
toward perfection. Such a process demands etemity for 
its completion. Hence we have ground for believing in 
5. HUgel, MER, ii, 195. 
6. Ibid, 199. 
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the continuity of man ' s spiritual life. 
Institutional religion would lose ita meaning and 
purpose without fi-~h in immortality. In connection with 
such a faith, it i s to be considered as a home and train-
1ng ground for eternal life. 
The value of a dauntless faith in the hereafter is 
demonstrated in the history of that faith. The inspir-
. . ' 
a.tion, the .Joy, the peace, the reinforcement in suffer-
ing, the will to hope and work .that such a faith has 
given to the believers of many generations cannot be 
comprehended. If one doubts this let him study it, then 
test it out in his own life. This is the ftnal conclusion. 
Faith is its own verification. 
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CHAPTER VI 
VON HnGEL AS A PHILOSOPHER OF RELIGION 
This thesis would not be complete without some 
attempt to summarize the merits and defects or von 
HUgel as a philosopher of religion. Consequently the 
purpose of the present chapter is to evaluate the main 
contributions of von Hfigel to religious thought. How-
ever, such an evaluation would be lacking in complete-
ness unless some mention was made of his personal char-
acterlstics and abilities. 
A. An Appreciation of von HUgel's Capacities. 
When we stand off to survey the work and life of 
the Baron perhaps we are constrained in ':. admiration most 
of all by the astonishing mental capacity and intellect-
ual acumen of his mind. 
1. Thinker. 
The Baron had a remarkable mind. In spite of his 
lack of any acidem1c training and the comparatively 
brief period that he was under the influence of a tutor 
he achieved a finely disciplined intellect. Holland, a 
very close friend of the Baron, speaking of his mental 
characteristics, says, 
"The Baron's mind was laborious, many-side-regarding, 
fully weighing, slow-moving, deep ploughing. He 
thought and wrote .slowly and with difficulty, writ-
ing and rewriting, and again rewriting, and qualify-
ing, because so anxious not to overstate or under-
state his case, and to see what could be said both 
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for and against every position, with the aim of 
arriving at the most exact possible truth. "A French-
man," says Madam de Sta31, "can still speak when 
he has no ideas ; a German has always in his head 
rather more than he can express." This very Ger-
manic mental attitude makes impossible an easy, 
flowing or rhetorical style, and it is not pos-
sible fully and rightly to understand anything that 
he wrote without giving close attention."! 
The Complexity and studied accuracy of his thinking 
makes his books very difficult for the average reader 
to understand. Yet, in contrast to this, his writings 
are permeated with flashes of brilliant insights which 
are rewarding to the careful reader. 
Again, the greatness of hie mind is revealed from 
a different vantage point by another friend, Alfred 
Fawkes. 
"Involved in controversy as he often was, the con-
troversial temper was forei gn to him; whatever he 
touched he raised from the level of controversy 
to that of principle and ideas. Hie know-ledge was 
encyclopaedic; and hie exceptionally retentive mem-
ory enabled him to produce _it at call. It did not . 
overweight him ; he had a singular power of exposition: 
he was never verbose or didactic, but he made you 
see. He was a polygot; and hie cosmopolitan con-
nections and training gave him a European outlook 
which contrasted sharply with that of our English 
provincialism: to be brought into contact with him 
was to obtain citizenship in a larger world."2 
With this appreciation of him as a thinker let us now 
turn to a stud.v of him :~ as a writer. 
2_. Writer. 
It is logical and natural that the characteristi cs 
hf his mind should find expression in his writings. Con-
sequently our discussion at this point must invariably 
reaff irm what has already been said. Recognizing this 
1. Holland, SL, 13. 
2. Fawkes, A. The Modern Churchman, Mar. ' 25, 14:668-. _~ _ 
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fact let us continue and see what some of hie contempor-
aries have said of hie writings. 
Charles Gardner, writing on '1 The Late B&ron von Htigel, tt 
comments, 
"Von Hugel's style was peculiar to himself. It re-
veals the conscientious, truth-loving nature of the 
wide-d1:ecerning brain anxious to overlook no detail 
however small that might affect the issues. Thus 
it happens that while the style is complex and stretches 
the brain of the reader, yet it is singularly charged 
with the simplicity, ingenuousness and humility of 
the author."3 
A.E. Taylor expresses a somewhat similar opinion of 
the Baron's writings in a "Review of EA, i ;• . 
''Like other books by the same author, 1 t has subtly 
intimate and self-revealing character, and the per-
sonality revealed has a quiet charm, a fragrance 
redolent at once of deep thought, intense earnest-
ness, simple humilit~, high courtesy, and genuine 
humour before which 'criticism" seems indecently 
out of·plaee. For my own · part, I find the author's 
significant sayings about the Christian life preg-
nant with matter most prowa~at1ve or long and grave 
meditation, but, as for criticism, I had almost as 
lief undertake to criticize the Imitatio."4 
In contrast to thi s view c.c.J. Webb, in a review 
of the Mystical Element Ofi. .. Religion, points out that the 
Baron illustrates his religious and philosophical re-
flecti on by biography. He writes, 
"One has a·sense of being suddenly switched off, so 
to speak, from the line of theological speculation 
on to that of minute historical investigation and 
back again, and the shock o·r the change from the 
one to the other takes one's breath away; nor can 
one all at once adjust oneself successively to such 
different kinde of motion.,; 5 
3. Gardner, c. Spectator, Feb. 7, 1925, 197. 
4. Taylor, A.E. Hibbert Journal, xx, 576. 
5. Webb, C.C.J. Journal of Theological Studies, Oct. '09, 84. 
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In addition to what hasalrea~y been said regard-
ing von Htlgel'e writings we mig~t make this criticism. 
Hie style is not g-rammatically the best. The sentance 
structure is awkard. The sentences are extremely long 
w1 th many interJected phrases and subordinate clause-s. 
It makes it extremely difficult to follow the line of 
thought ; -The reading of his works becomes a task, but 
if the reader is patient enough to apply the necessary 
effort he will be introduced to a literary treasure-
house. packed full of gems of thought. 
3. Master of L1 fe. 
If we had no other criteria of greatness than that 
of personality we would still be compelled to call the 
Baron a great man. The firmness of his being was well-
tempered with a fervent love for tru.th, beauty_, and for 
his fell ow men. The Baron was a great seeker of truth. 
He was never afraid of truth wherever he found it and was 
always ready to give it full and unhesitating expres aion. 
The convictions of the man demand no other expression 
than the life he lived to denote the sincerity back of 
them. They are best conveyed by the man's being and 
personality. The greater the man the more true this is. 
Claude Montef'1ore, a Jewish scholar of' considerable re-
pute, wr1 ting in the J -ewish Chronicle a-rter Baron von 
HUgel's death spoke of him as 
"the great scholar-sairit •••• much more than any 
book, and a mueh greater evidence than any written 
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words, of the God in Whom he eo passionately be-
lieved. ''6 
Von Htlgel was truly a. master of life. His life was 
the laboratory from which he derived the moral and re-
ligious truths which he expressed both in writing and 
conversation. He would not ask others to do or believe 
what he had not all ready done or accepted. He subjected 
his ideas to the teats of critical study and personal 
living before he passed them on to others. In this re-
epect he closely approximates our Galilean Master. 
B. An Appraisal of von HUgel as a Philoso pher of Rer"igion. 
Before we attempt an appraisal of von HU.gel 's con-
tributiona to religious knowledge we must recognize that 
he fails to give us any systematic, logically coherent 
presentation of his theological views. Although he is 
admirably critical in his positions he is not a consist-
ent organizer. This may be considered a marked defect by 
some who want t heir reading and knowledge all organized 
for them and requiring little or no effort on their part. 
Because von HUgel did not leave us an organized system 
of theology, oh as those of Schleiermacher, Ritechl, 
Troeltach and many others, some would not call him a 
great theological thinker. He does not need to be known 
by a great system. If he had attempted to organize his 
religious views into a system many of hie spontaneous 
6. Quoted by Evelyn Underhill, Snectator, Apr.30, '27. 766. 
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expressions and flashi ng ins i ghts would have been lost. 
systematic presentation would deprive his style of 
its present fluidity. So far as his writings are con-
cerned, their chief contribution is their inspirational 
power. They may not be consistently logical, neve r theless 
they are marvelously inspirational. 
Aside from hie wr1 tinge, we have pointed out in a 
previous section what we might term a second me r it. That 
is the f act that his chief contributions were made through 
hie own personality and l ife. No one can estimate the 
value that he wrought on t he lives of others. Whether it 
was by correspondence or conversational fellowship he was 
always the grand old man, a genuine saint, ever radiating 
spi r i tual sustenance and vision. 
· One of hie closest friends and critics was George 
Tyrrell. He indicates a third merit. 
''A sympathy at once with the spirt t of science and 
the s pirit of mysticism is rare. Both in practice 
and in theory Baron von H~gel shows that it is not 
paradoxical-that they need and supplement one·· an-
other. Selence, the supposed enemy of religion,ie 
really its beet friend and bene ac nr ; not merely 
as the obvious foe of superstition .and pseudo-mysti-
cism, but as importing a constituent element of a 
healt•y and full-bodied religious sentiment •..• But 
the scientific outlook will not profit us morally 
and spiritually except in conjunction with the 
mystical outlook."? 
This is an important contribution and one that was much 
needed, particularly in the Catholic circles where i t .e 
expression was most strongly felt. 
7. Tyrrell, G. Hibbert Journal, vii, 688f. 
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A fourth ·merit of von HUgel as a philosopher of 
religion is that he did not become so absorbed with his 
religious speculation that he failed to take a keen 
interest in, and exert a broad influence on, the re-
ligious movements of his day. This is particularly ap-
parent in the case of the Modernist Movement. The Baron 
was closely associated and in sympathy with the Modern-
1st Movement in England until the Modernists developed 
a definitely 1mmanentist theology, exaggerated in some 
to an extreme subjectivism. He could not go with them 
at this point. He believed that all religious faith 
worthy of the name must have ~ . transcendent Object. 
He was really the father of the Modernist Movement in 
the Catholic Church. Yet he helped to restrl3.1n it from 
going too far and ending in sub.1ectivism. He was a 
member of the Papal Commission on the Pentateuch. 
As a fifth merit we might mention his defense of 
institutional religion. At this point he contributed a 
great service to both Catholics and Protestants alike. 
It clarified the Catholic position and, at the same 
time, showed up one of the Protestants' greatest needs. 
A sixth merit is hie emphasis on Christian mysticism. 
The subject of mysticism has been in the past in a state of 
foggy misapprehensions and vague notions. The Baron ex-
pressed hie views clearly on this point as we have al-
ready seen. He clarified the position of Catholic piety 
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and warned against pantheistic tendencies and unhealthy 
emotional excesses. 
The Baron made no unique contribution in the field 
of theological doctrine. He continually stressed t he 
necessity of a vital fellowship with God. Again, he 
pointed out the inseparable connection between religion 
and life. He had no use for a religion that did not af-
fect one's conduct and cause him to live on a higher level. 
Thus t he final merit would be that his religion was both 
practicable and practiced. 
We have already mentioned two defects of von HUgel 
as a phi losopher of religion: first, his style is labor-
ious, tedious and l acking in the best grammatical con-
struction; secondly, the absence of systematic and co-
herent expression of bis theological thought makes it 
frequently wanting in clarity. Aside from these two de -
fects one might add the point that he 1s too much a 
realist in his philosophical thinking. To thOse who 
favor this position this would not be a defect, but to 
one who leans toward Personalistic Ideal ism the position 
is not tenab1e~ Such a philosophy , while it i s admittedly 
consistent with the Catholic point of view, yet it causes 
him to assert the objective reality of experiences and 
facts which are concerned solely with spiritual realities 
and va-lues. 
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C. The Influence of von H&gel as a Philosopher of Religion. 
In discussing the spread of von Hftgel' s influence 
Webb comments: 
"Little .known bey.ond a small circle until the 
last years of his life, Friedrich von Hftgel came in 
the end to exert a remarkable influence on the thought-
ful and religious minds in Great Britain, though per-
haps a greater outside his own communion than within 
it ••••• He was in a true ' sense a religious genius who 
combined with the passionate earnestness of one whose 
life may without exaggeration be said to have been, 
in the Scriptural phrase, 'hid with Christ in God' 
a wide erudition and a rich and many-sided culture, 
which the circumstances of hie descent and upbPing-
ing had rendered peculiarly cosmopolitan. He also 
united in a rare degree a deep appreciation of, and 
a constant habit of participation in the traditional 
practices of Christian and Catholic piety with an 
independent criticism of traditional doctrines and 
views of history wh ich led him .to embrace opinions 
often very far removed from those which had generally 
prevailed among the orthodox.u8 
An anonymous article in the Encyclopaedia Britannica 
which would naturally tend to be fair, yet impartial and 
free from prejudice yield s the following statement regard-
ing the Baron's influence. 
"Von HUgel later became one of the most sympathetic, 
resourceful and persuasive religious teachers of his 
age. But while he possessed a generous sympathy. for 
all seekers after truth, he held the Catholic Church 
to possess t he fullest, richest and deepest realiz-
ation of religion. ''9 
Due to the nature of the source we can credit this 
remark as making a specific contribution to our estimate 
of the Baron's influence. Will von Hngel soon be forgotten 
and supplanted is an inevitable question at this point. 
We cannot predict with any certai nty what the nature of 
8. Webb, SRTE, 137f. 
9 • EB, xi , 86 3. 
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hie influence will be like fifty years hence, but we 
can venture to say that hie works will still be read 
and he will be more widely appreciated by the Catholic 
Church than at present. R.E.Stedman ventures to say 
that "von Htlgel'e influence upon the religiolle life 
and thought of our generation continues to grow as hie 
massive, but vivid, personal and persuas ive writings 
are ever more widely studied."10 There have been and 
there will be greater men than von HUgel, but there are 
few, if any, men of hie age who tower above him as a 
religious beacon to the thought and life of future gen-
era tiona. 
10. Stedman, "l!aron von Hilgel' s L1 terary Remains. 11 
Contemporary Review, Aug. 1931. 207. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUT\IfMARY 
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To understand a man's ideas and views one must 
first study his life. Friedrich von Htlgel was born in 
Florence in the year, 1852. He never received academic 
training as we know it today. His education was derived 
from hie mother, private tutors and several friends who 
took an interest in· his development. He was helped 
through his religious crisis into a feeling of certainty 
by a friar and a priest. He married at the age of twenty-
one and had three daughters while living at Hamstead, 
England. He formed wide and varying acquaintances by 
means of correspondence and friendly contacts. The in-
telligeneia of Europe were his friends. l''rom them he re-
ceived much inspiration and aid for the writings t hat 
·he produced. Von HUgel was kindly, loving and lovable, 
with astonishing intellectual acunien. Above all, one 
must admire him for his spiritual vigor and earnestness. 
Religion, according to the Baron, occupies as unique 
and undeniable a place i n human experience as any other 
sphere of human thought and activity. Religion is the 
supernatural permeating this life. It is the outward and 
upward reach of a soul toward God. Religion demands that 
men should be heroic, humble, pure and loving. Religion 
and morality are interrelated and demand each to complete 
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the other. Institutional religion furnishes the "power 
houses of epiri tuali ty. ·• Objective f orme of religion and 
worship posses s undeniable values . Institutional religion 
emphasizes the importance of sharing and cooperative re-
ligious experience. 11 the attempte d substitutions for 
the Church are inadequate and cannot replace it. Both 
history and experience prove the value of institutional 
religion. In view of this, Roman Cath ol icism has con-
t ributed much to the efficacy and permanence of religious 
experience. 
According to von HUgel, the physical universe, the 
reality of Tirne, . man's spiritual ·nature, as well as the 
capacity of moral growth toward perfection in human beings, 
all give evidence of an Intelligent Creator, a loving 
and sustaining Father back of the Universe. God is a 
given fact. God•e Personality may resemble that of man, 
but it is distinctly Other, and not finite. God is a 
rich Reality and commands our fullest adoration. Von 
H&gel believes· that religion requires the transcendence 
of God in a degree and form which excludes suffering from 
His Nature. Revelation, prayer and the mystical exper-
ience have value in producing religious certainty in the 
individual believer. 
Mysticism is an "experience of God as distinct, 
. 1 
self-conscious, personal Spirit." I t involves a subject-
Object relationship. From st. Catherine of Genoa we learn 
1. HUgel, MER, i, xii. {quoted on page 54). 
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the eseential character of the mystical experience. The 
experience of the mystic must be tested and judged by 
the p~yeieal, mental, moral and spiritual value which it 
produces in the individual. For most mystics, life is 
made happier and richer by their experiences than it 
would otherwise be. The mystic must beware of the danger 
of pantheism. The mystic must not be so completely given 
to absorption that hie fellows are hurt and suffer there-
by. Thus mysticism is not necessarily antithetical to 
social religion. 
For centuries men have longed for, and cherished 
the hope of, eternal life. Its lack of universality does 
not impair the validity of the belief. Although immor-
tality has been imperfectly conceived in the past, yet 
t here are undisputable truths in the belief. No diffi-
culty met in . holding belief in eternal life is serious 
enough to destroy that faith. Both science and institu-
tional religion support this faith in immortality. Fin-
ally~ the practical value of such a hope and faith in 
the experience of men through the ages is sufficient to 
justify it. Faith in immortality possesses its own self-
evidencing power and merits a. trial by all men. 
Finally, in a.n appreciation of von HU.gel we are 
forced to admit that he was a profound thinker, an in-
spirational, though rather diff icult, wr1 ter, and a 
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well-rounded man with a thorough acquaintance with and 
well-advanced in the a rt of living. As a philosopher 
of religion we found t hat his chief merits were the 
practicality and ins pirational value of his religious 
thought. He was a man of religious conviction who lived 
what he believed and professed. Hie influence at present 
is steadily increasing and will probably continue to 
increase for many years to come . Hie was a noble re-
ligious personality standing out 1n unassuming great-
ness among all the others of his generation. 
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